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Quantity of Lo g n Waste by Speci.es
in Original Stand -. 929*

expressed in Percentage of Volume

0

to

o r4
r

District
Per cent
Puget Sound
16,4
Grays Harbor
15.1
Willapa Harbor 8,7
Columbia River 20,7
Willamette Valley - 20.8
Coos Bay 16,7
Total

16,0

rI

Percent

Percent

32,3
25.0
30.0

12 9
6.3

21,2.

28 1
52.7

3.4

1711
12.2
10,o
40,3
20,5
30,6
20,7

19.7

Per cent

54,3

7,6

32.3

Percent
16.8:
13,6
22.3
21.9
26.9

*Exaniple -- If among other species a given stand of timber in the Thiget
Sound district contains 20,000 ft, b.m. of western hemlock, 32.3 per cent
of this amount, or 6,460 ft. b.m. will be left after logging as waste
assuming average conditions as indicated in the table. (This condition
has been improved within the past 5 years,)
3.

Factors in the Reduction of Logging Waste

A large proportion of the logging waste is the direct result of breakage
in log making. As suggested previously about 10 per øent of the timber
on the average is badly broken in felling and bucking it into logs,
with the breakage not infrequently running considerably higher. Obviously,
if breakage could be reduced there would not be so much logging waste.
Moreover, with breakage reduced to the minimum, the percentage of re1
atively small and short logs that are now utilized at 1ile profit
would be reduced considerably, a substantial gain in itself,
There are a few operators who still cling to the old day..wage system
of paying fallers and buckers. They are willing to sacrifice the higher
production which usually results from the busheltt or coniract system,
for closer and better timber utilization, The manager of one of the
largest logging operations of the region claims that paying the fallers
and huckers on a day..*'wttge basis is the only way that excessive wood
losses in felling and bucking can be avoided,

That the commonly-used buhe1 system, which provides for payment on
the basis of output, tends to place a premium on carelessness and
faulty methods is recognized by many loggers. They hope by more direct
supervision or through modification of the system to eliminate its
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objectionable features
A few loggers, for example, are now paying
their fallers on a basal aroa basis instead of the scale of the used
portion of the tree. Penalties for unnecessary brcakgo have so far
not only proven unsatisfactory but they have been hard to enforce.
This is something that the labor organizations of the region dealing
in logging should give conaidorablo thought to. Certainly, the day..
wage system should hold more allure to the labor organization thun
the so.-oallod bushel systems

Pro-logging or re-logging, either of which is a two-stop method of
yarding in contrast to the ooxmuon1y.used one-step method, holds
much promiso for reducing logging waste. Going over the ground
twice, ouch time using the most economical equipment and methods,
represents a departure only in the case of siw-logs, the prc..logging
of poles and piling or both the pro-logging and re-logging of shingle
bolts has boon practiced for years.
For the past few years a pulp and paper company of the region has been
developing a method for logging economically relatively small logs
and broken chunks,
It first tried re-logging with more or less standard equipment and with only fair sucoess,,
Then it investigated the
possibilities of pre'-iogging, coming to the conclusion that re-logging,
at least for their type of ground and timber, was the better of the
two methods1 The re.'logging system finally adopted by the company
made use of a light, mobile, gasoline-driven yarder mounted on a
caterpillar, This system apparently gave very satisfactory results,
and is coming into greater usage daily
In a period of four months the company salvaged 4,000,000 board feet
of small logs and chunks from the slash of recently cut-over lands
The logs averaged about 150 board feet with some as short as 12 feet
and others only 4 inches in diameter1
To determine the quantity and
character of logging waste before and after relogging, measurements
were made by the Forest Service on sample plots located under comparable conditiøs, In stands of almost pure western hemlock and whito
fir, averaging 79 trees and about 80,000 board feet per acro, the
major or initial logging operation left about 12,000 board feet of
waste per acre, or slightly more than 15 per cent of the origina&
stand
After re-logging, 2449 feet, or only slightly more than 3
per cent of the original stand of timber, was found on the ground
unutilized, The re-logging operation was found to have salvaged
9,551 board feet per acre, or an amount equal to 12 per cent of the
timber stands
Since the bulk of the timber cut in the Douglas. fir region is made
into lumber, the market for and value of this product naturally
exerts the greatest influence upon the character of timber utilization in the woods, While sawlogs re utilized for veneer, cooperage,
hing1es, paper pulp, 'rnd similar products, it is their use for lumber
that an large measure fixes their v1ue and determines utilization
standards,
Therefore, anything that can be done to extend the lumber

markets of the region (particularly the lower grades of common lumber)
and to stabilize lumber prices will tend to reduce logging waste;
this is fundcunontal and is s recognized by all students of the prob
1cm, Right now the 1)ct Coast Lumbermen's Association is ma ing a
special effort to broaden the markets for forest products of the
region and to stabilize production and markets,
The Asociction,
however, has not gone far enough,
The lack of research in broadening markets is evident in the lack of development in the pulp indutry alone.
4,

Sawmill Waste

Not all the so-called sawmill "ijste,1' such as, slabs, edgiugs,
trimmings, sawdust and bark, is really wasted. From this waste
most mills make lath, handle squares, pulp chips, pulpwood, fuel
wood, hogged fuel, scwdust and other by-products. They also use
large quantities of sawdust and hogged fuel for the prodution of
domestic power and live steam for use in their own plants0 Only a
part of the so'-called sawmill waste is sent to the refuse burners
as true waste, Yet, in a survey completed in. 1930-31, it showcd an
annual accumulation of sawmill waste amounting to more than
619,000,000 cubic feet, Add to that the logging waste at the time
of 610,000,000 cu ft., and you have the enormous sum of 1,229,000,000
cubic feet (solid measure) of wood,
It is difficult for anyone to
compreheid such a tremendous volume, but it takes on startling aspects
when one realizes that the tOtal annual growth of all the forests in
the Douglas Fir Region of western Oregon and Washington is placed at
only one billion cubic feet,

This large volume, however, does not represent all of the waste
which occurs in the region.
It does not include the loss of wood
in the planing mills, box-shook factories, shingle mills, veneer
and furniture factories, and other remanufacturing plants through
which large quantities of wood pass before reaching the ultimate
consumer,
Until recently, owing to the abundance of sawmill waste, there has
been no competition for its use.
The awmi1l operators in the years
gone by have been glad to sell it for almost any price offered, but
since markets for sawmill waste pulpwood and for hogged fuel and
sawdust have developed, there has been. a rapidly increasing demand
for it.
The value of western hemlock mill waste for pulpwood has
entirelyeliminatec3. the use of this species of wood from the manufacture of lath,
The pulp and paper industry has simply overbid
the lath industry for the use of this material. At present the
waste wood from practically every hemlock sawmill in the region Is
tied up by the pulp and paper industry or its subsidiaries on long..
term contracts.
The hogged fuel market has also become of such
importance that most of the accessible sawmill waste not used for
higher purposes such as pulpwood, lath, handle squares, etc., is
bought up under contract for use as hogged fuel,
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These illustrations indicate a steady upward trend in the competition
of uses for savmjfl waste and with the introduction of a few more
ccxmniercial developments requiring waste wood for raw material there

is little doubt that an increased value on mill waste will result,
possibly to the point where even the sawmills will begin to conserve

in their use of it as sawmill fuel.

5. Future Factors in the Utilization of Waste.

It is even probable in the very near future that the value of what
is now called ttwasten will far exceed the present value of the lumber
of which the waste is the result, A few chemical engineers have
gone so far as to predict that sooner or later even lumber will be
a by-product of what will then be a wood-chemical industry. It is
pointed out by them that from wood fibers fully three dozen varieties
of industrial materials may be composed or constructed, and about 300
industrial and ooxrneroia1 compositions may profitably bo made from
the volatile material found in wood
The discovery that western hemlock wood is suitablo for the manufacture of high-grade puips matcriclly improved the utilization f this
snccios, both in the woods and at the sawmills, More than 50,000,000
cubic feet (solid measure) of mill wood waste are now annually being
recovered in the Douglas fir region and used in making highgrade
chemical puips. Most of the waste used for the purpose is obtained
from sawmills making western hemlock lumber. But as nearly throo
fourths of the primary forost products of this region are made from
Lougls fir, it follows that most of the waste wood is of this
spcoios. It is boliovod that strong, light-.00lorod papers can be

economically made from Douglas fir wood end with this purpose in
mind, Congress made a special appropriation in 1930 of $25,000 for

an investigation of the pulping qualities of Douglas fir and other

western woods.

How satisfactory these experiments have been the
writer has been unable to determine, However, if satisfactory
methods for making desirable paper from Douglas fir have been developed the lumber end paper-making industries of the Pacific Northwest
should benefit greatly and a considerable quantity of the waste from
this species may also be used for this purpose.
Another recently-discovered use for western hemlock sawmill waste
is in the form of "Alpha" pulp for subsequent manufacture of such

commodities as artificial silk ("rayon") and the transparent
wrapping material ]mon as "cellophane,"

There are many other possibilities in the development of useful
The Tannin, for
example, available in the bark of western hemlock trees now being

by-products which may be made from wood waste.

logged is sufficient, no doubt, to supply all of the tanneries of
tho country, but at present practically none of it is being usecIa

Research, some years ago, found that a very good substitute for

gasoline as a motor fuel can be made from wood. So far this product
has been unblo to compete with the price of gasoline, but it is
understood that the cost of the two products is not greatly separoted. The development of an economical process for the manufacture
of this new motor fuel now being successfully used in an experimental
way in Germany, France and in this country, may alter the entire
economic picture with far-reoohing effects upon the wood-using induatrios of the Pacific Northwest wh.ro wood is so plentiful.

A very small beginning has been iiado in bringing to light some of
the coonomie possibilities of wood for uses other thin lumber, No
one can predict the outcome of fundamental research with cellulose
nd ligriin.
If the results so fr accomplished, in the economic
use of oêl1u1oe made from wood fiber are examples of what may be
expected, then science, undoubtedly, is destined to bring forth
many developments that will have a far.'reaohing effect on forest
economics and do much to solve the wood-waste problem
It is the contention of many that the volume of logging and savni1l
wasto in the Douglas fir region is so groat that only scientific
discoveries or mechanical and economic developments, almost rovolutionGry in scope, will m'torially ffct l4tillzation,
The findings
of the U, 8, F'orest Service survoy, howovtr, show that nearly threefourths of all the sawmill waste is already being used in some form.
It is true, though, that oomparatively little has been accomplished
directly loward making use of the great quantities of waste wood now
being left in the woods by some of the logging operations, but with
the development of markets for new byproducta made from wood and an
increased demand for lumber, this condition has gradually improved,
The standards of utilization, for instance, in logging have been
affected for some years by the expansion and growth of ihe west
coast pulp and paper industry alone,
According to Mr, Hodgson:
"If all of the various wood-saving industries are completely integrated so that each may utilize the raw
material which cannot be used by the other in such a way that no part
of the sawlog is wasted,, if fundamental research relating to the
principal constituents of wood, such as cellulose, lignin, gases,
oils and acids, is given financial encouragement, and if the markets
for the various commodities which may be made from wood are sufficiently studied and followed up by the right kind of merchandising,
then the combined effort will not only provide an outlet for the
rest of the savmiil]. waste but a large portion of the logging waste
as well. The complete and highest utilization of wood waste and,
in fact, the development of good forest management itself, in the
Douglas fir region, will depend directly upon the character of sustained effort which is put into such a plan,M
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G.

REFORESTATION OF DENUDED AREAS

In the United States toda , as a result of 1oin
and the unwise selection and ..roper

forest fires

use of arioultura1 land

at least 135 million acres, not longo fertile and produotie,
are now denuded and unproducttvc. The idleness of thó great acreage
is not, however, its wàrst feature, Far more harmful in terms of
public welfare i the capacity inherent in such lands for rapid
deterioration or for causing damage to other lands and waters
through erosion. Forest lends are being logged off at a rate close
to 850,000 acres annually, and each year en average of more than
1- million acres of worn-out agricultural lands, not more than half
of which will revert to forest naturally, are being dropped from
uses Continuation of this jncrease in acreage of idle and unproductive lend will create a burden such as no nation can withstand
indefinitely and continue prosperous.

The chief causes of devastation, now as in the past, arc cutting and
fire. Either one can cause devastation, but the bulk of the damzge
is the result of fire after cutting.
The conditions ot up by logging
invito fires and increase their damage. About three-quarters of the
area devastated currently is in pine, fir, end other softwood stands,
in which cutting produces large accumulations of highly inflainb1e
slash and debris. A single fire in such slash may, and frequently
does, destroy all young growth and trees of seed-bearing size,
leaving the area incapable of restocking by natural means.
.Among other causes of devastation is overgrazing. This has brought
about considorablo criticism in this State to the Taylor Grazing Act,
Inaect and disease may complete tho destruction of trees woakonod
by fire, as often happens in second-growth stands of the southern
pines, All causes somotimos combine on a single area. On the
Pacific Cocst the estimated area of forest land devastated annually
from these combined causes amounts approximately to 115,000 acres.

Since January, 1920, twice as much acreage of timberland has been
logged in Washington as in Oregon; indicative of the accelerated
rate of logging in Washington. Sample strip surveys show that much
of this "recent cutover" land is either non-rostocked or poorly
stocked with young trees, and owing largely to recurring fires, in
an unstable condition. There are about 2,160,000 acres of this typo
in the two States, and adding to it the 2,200,000 acres of deforested
burns and older nonstocked cutover, makes a total acreage of 4,360,000
acres of idle foroct land in the Douglac fir' rägion of Oregon and
Washington. Some idea of the magnitude of this area can be obtained
by comparing it with the total agricultural area in the region, which
is about 4,670,000 acres, or only a few hundred thousand acres larger
than the idle forcst land acreage.
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In order to get a little background on the question of natural
reforestation, let us 1oo1 into the processes of growth involved
in the Douglas fir region. As Douglas fir is so superior a tree
and is the one upon which the lumber industry of this region is
built, it is natural that we should grve it first consideration
at this time. However, the remarks dealing with the natural referostation of douglas fir will have general application as a whole
to the other trees native to the district.

* Seed, of the Douglas fir, is produced in abundance from the time
the stands are about 25 years old until they are decrepit. Bountiful seed crops are not annual,, but occur perhaps two or three times
per decade; about every third year praotiolly no seed is borne.
There is considerable uniformity the region over in the heaviness
of the seed crop.
Douglas fir soed (as well as that of it principal associates, cedar
and hemlock) ripens in late August, the cones open, and much of the
Seed is released then. With damp weather the cones parbially close,
and when they open again on dry days more seed is released. In this
way the dispersion of the seed is continued through the fall and
early winter. .An appreciable amount of good seed can be found in
the cones in midwinter.
A light-winged Douglas fir seed is borne away from the parent tree
by the wind and is subject to the winds vagaries. The seed dispersed
on still days naturally alights 01050 by; in high winds it may fly
far
The maximum distance at which seed trees on do affective soed.
ing is riot krLown; it depends, among other things upon topography,
the season, and the amount of seed dispersed.
Crusted snow could
easily increase the distance that wintor-sowa sood may be carried
by wind. Birds and animals undoubtedly have a role in disseminating
some seed, The more abundant the source of seed, the greater the
effective seeding distance. A single seed tree naturally will not
seed effectively for as great a distance as a solid bank of timber.
Beyond a quarter mile on level ground even a large mass of trees will
probably not do effective seeding, and even up to that distance they
may take several years to seed the ground thoroughlya
Much freshly logged and burned land is seeded up by adjacent uncut
timber, which is often close enough to be effective until out in the
advancing logging operation.
In the case of the aforementioned
logging operation in which the writer commended the cleanliness in
regard to waste, not a single seedling was left on an entire mountain
slope. This was doubly criminal because the mountain-side faced the
west, and with the prevailing winds southwest and northwest,
operation practically precluded any further seeding than was accomplished when the forest was still there.

this

* See "Timber Growing in the Douglas Fir Region" by Thornton T Munger,
Bulletin 1493 -- United States Dept. of Agriculturee

An acre of virgin forest during a favorable seed year bears hundreds
of thousands of seeds, These fall to the ground, and many are eaten
by birds, insects and animals; some decay. Others slight on favor-.
able spots and geriunate the following spring, but these seedlings
whiøh start in the shade of the virgin forest are almost sure to
succumb the f ret season. ome seed fails to germinate cud ye falls
on ground favorable for its preserv'ttion -- perl2aps it is covered
lightly by the leaf fall or by animal activity, and so is "stored" in
the cool duff, The disturbance of the ground by logging naturally
buries some seed in mineral soil. A small percentage of this stored
seed probably remains viable past the
season, and that which
escapes injury when the virgin forest is out and the slash burned
germinates the succeeding spring in response to the warmth of the
sunlight on the burned, logged-off land, 1dhere there are crown fires
in virgin tlmber, this stored seed seems to be a very potent factor
in insuring prompt reforestation. On logged and not too severely
burned lands some reproduction undoubtedly comes from stored seed,
at least when a good seed crop has been borne the preceding autumn,
The rest of the reproduction - if any -- comes from seed blovn from
near-by seed trees and standing timbor. The proportion from each
source depends upon circumstances.

first

The thoory has sometimes been advanced that broadcast slash burning
is a necessary measure in securing reforestation,. in that it bares
the ground and stimulates germination; but detailed study by the
Forest Service strongly points to the conclusion that reproduction
of touglas fir starts more promptly and more abundantly where the
slash is not burned,. A comparison of a considerable number of burned
areas with similar but unburned loggod-.off iond, in each case quite
recently cut over, shows 10 or more seedlings on the unburned to
every seedling on the burned ground.

The chief reason for slash burning as a forestrymeasure is to reduce
the fire meniice of the vast oinount of dry litter, that there may be
less chance of accidental
later. For most of. the Douglas fir
region broadcast slash burning has been accepted by lumbermen and
foresters as an essential practice, a "necessary evil.." Nevertheless,
ci slash fire, no niatterhow intensely it burns, never loaves an area
imnune to subsequent fires.

fire

Following the first slash fire, various weeds -- mostly those not
found in the virgin forest -- take possession of the ground and create
a vegetative cover which, dying and drying up each year,adds greatly
to the inflammability and to the danger of subsequent fires. Chief
among these weeds are fireweed, hawkwoed, pearly everlasting, braken
fern, and thistip. After five years or so, if the area is not reburned,
those plants give way to bushes such as hazel, alder, salmonberry,
vine maple, and elderberry, and to tree saplings; and with the decrease
in the annual plants and the increase in the shadeproduoing and less
combustible brush, inflammability declines.
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Fresh seed that becomes mixed with mtneral soil or lies in a protected spot may escape destruction by the slash fire, but tender
seedlings cannot. This is soxnthing to remember. If loggedoff
land carries a supply of seed - either that shed by the forest
before cutting and stored in the duff or that blown in by netrbystanding timber after logging - it is better to burn the slash
before that seed has germinated than to delay the burning until
after the seed sprouts. Up until two years ago, this was not the
general practice in this State.
In short, delayed slash burning on loggod'-off lands is incompatible
with successful natural reforestation. This is also true of second
fires, Even when tho firo does not run over tho ground completely
but burns skippingly, it injuros the oncoming crop of timber seriously
by making a patchy distribution of the troos, causing undorstooking,
ny fire which runs over
and fire-scarring seedlings which sui'rive,
reproducing logged-off lands, therefore, whether it be an allkilling
fire or not, should be regarded as damaging to the welfare of the
fore st,

There is in the Douglas fir region so great an acreage of well-reforesting out-over land that it may very properly be asked whether
methods of logging used in the past have not been satisfactorily
conducive to now growth, and why thereforo any change in present
practices should be reoomznended.
Compotont authorities differ wido]ras to the proportion of logged-off
In the absence of
land in private ownorship which is roforosting.
reliable field data for the entire region it has been estimated that
60% is reforostirig and 40% is barron of usoful tree growth, Even.
if 60% is growing a mow crop, that is far from satisfactory, especially when it is borne in mind that much land so classified is not
bearing a fully stocked or uniformly wcll-tooked stand of now growth
and thoroforo cannot be counted upon to yield tho returns that the
land should produce.
There is another factor to romomber. The system of logging used 20
to 40 years ago gave better reproduction than follows present-day
methods. Honce a smaller proportion of the land being out over today
Under the "bull-toom' method the
is roforosting than in the past.
fire risk was less than it is under tho prosont donkey-engine and
railroad method. Froshly out-ovor land then has a bettor ohanco to
escape being accidentally burned and reburned,
Then there is this factor: the land logged more than two decades
ago was mostly agricultural land; that now being logged is mostly
land unsuited to farming. Ther'e is no doubt that the tendency of
modern logging is to make conditions less favorable for timber
growing than did the logging of the early days. The urgency for
taking positives conscious measures to assure reforestation after
logging is double what .t was 25 ye"trs ago.

An adequate growing stock is essential to a continuous cut of wood
products sufficient to supply the needs of the country. The dofioióncy
in existing growing stock is due chiefly to the deteriorated condition
of cute-over and second-growth areas brought about by fire end cutting
methods based on the most part on the realization of present values
without regard for the perpetuation of a productive forest.
In the
aggregate, considerablo areas aro in satisfactory growing condition
and are producing a reasonable amount of weod fiber, but this condition exists more b1 chance than design.
To summarize: fire and cutting arc the most important and universal
causes of forest deterioration; they also arc subject in a largo
measure to human control, Frequently they operate together and the
Insects and disease also
effects of each are difficult to separate.
destroy vast quantities of tree growth thus lowering the productive
capacity of the forest, but they are more or less inevitable in nature
Thcir not effect is to contribute to and to ezend the deterioration
resulting from cutting and fire,

Planting

iS tc only alternative to natural reforestation.

Critically eroded areas which might ultimately restock naturally but
whore reforestation is not taking place rapidly enough to afford timely
rosion on oritioa1 areas is now going
protection, should be planted.
on at such an accentuated rate that immediate action is justified to
In such oases we
stop the sluicing of soil into the stream channels.
cannot afford to wait for the forest to become established naturally.
In the final analysis there arc three principal reasons for attacking
the unproductive land problem through the agency of forestation:
1.

Value of forestation in the solution of social and economic
problems arising from unwise land uso.

2,

Nood for more extensive local timber production to meet future
requirements and to stabilize wood-using induStries.

3.

Influence of forested lend on watershed protection.

*Ij.

TAXA.TION AND !R1v1TE OINNERSHIP

Privately owned timber lands present the most critical forestry problem because of their great area, and alao because they include the
great bulk of the most highly productive, and more accessible and the
more easily loggable forest lands.
The main problem of the private timber industry arises from the fact
that investaente in standing timber and operating facilities are too
large considering the possible rate of conversion and use.

* Boo Appendix 1IN?t of Report on Columbia Basin by Pacific Northwest
Regional Commission, correlated by C. 1. Buck.

is has been suggested in the introduction, an iminonso body of timbqr
wis placed under privi.to ownership through a mistaken public land
policy,
It then became subject to speculation, capitalizatiozi,
taxation, and other crrying charges incident to private ownership.'
The conversion of timber into money becune the main motive of the
industry, Not only during the current depression, but for ovoi
20 years, the pressiire to liquidate has dominated the lumber indus.
try of the Columbia Basin States, The longer that forestry property
is held, the more the cost per acre and unit of timber volume arises,
There is no comparable increase either in growth or in stumpage values.
In many cases timber properties are bonded or otherwise mortgaged;
interest charges are heavy, and with little or no income, owners,
are adverse to providing funds for interest, taxation, or protection,
Consequently, timber must be liquidated even by a partial or entire
write-off of stumpage in'vestment in order to furnish working capital
for current carrying costs of timber and operi.ting plonts. High fire
risks gretly hasten liquidation in many parts of the region.

That the existing tax system is pirtioularly burdensome on timber
held over long periods is not questioned. The average annual tax on
standing timber in Idaho is about 60 cents per acre, and in Ilontana
23 cents per acre, In the Douglas fir region annual tax eost on
standing timber range from lçi per M. foot or about 70i per acre im
the heavily timbered counties, to over >4,00 per ctcr, on individual
tracts in the heavily depleted counties, the cost per M. increasflg
year by year as the timber diminishes,
A.ccording to the Washington State Commissioner of Public Lands, the
various counties of the State in 1934, had 1,250,000 acres of land
obtained through delinquent tax foreclosures, A large additional
acreage, possible se'v-eral million acres, is delinquent but not yet
acquired by the counties, duo to legislation prolonging the foreclosure period,

Eoonomists of the Pa-cific Northwest Forest Experiment Station recently
found that of the forest land areas of 18 western Oregon and Washington
countios, nrro than 3,200,000 acres were tax dolinquont and almost
479,000 acres had boon acquirod by the counties for unpaid taxes,
Iiore than 37
of the area of private and county-owned lands studied
was involved in long-term tax delinquency, The owners of lan1s,
vluod for tax purposes at more than 40,000,000, had either perman
ently or temporarily stopped paying taxos.

The situation implies and reveals the financial distress of these land
The burden. of supporting local
It has other serious aspects.
owners.
goverrnnent has been shifted to the owners who are continuing to pay
taxes, As this burden becomes oonoentrted on a smaller and smaller
number of property owners, the processes of timber doplotion are
speeded up and lands giving little promise of yielding early income
are dumped into the delinquency hopper,
The oumulatio effects of
these processes fall heavily upon all taxpayers, jeopardizing tax-
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supported institutions and sorvicos, threatening the existence of
once thrifty communities, and limiting the opportunities for obtaining gainful occupation. Furthermore, tho permanent welfare of the
rogion?s forest industries is being threatonod by the progressive
deterioration and devastation aggravated by tho tuieortctifl status of
the tax reverted end reverting forest lands. When the welfare of
any one of the major natural-resource industries is threatened, the
entire industrial structure is weakened.
A study of Pond Oreille County in northeasteru Washington gives a
striking illustration of the process that is taking place in the
once heavily timbered regions of private ownership, now largely cut
over and for the most part burned after cutting, where but little
of the land has potential uses other than timber growing. The area
of public ownership is already large and clearly is growing largcw
Ownership and dolixi.uenc

1932

of land in Pond Oroille County Wash
Area
Acres

Area of county in forest outside national forest,.287,389
43,498
Public domain
14,575
State-owned
52,335
County-owned (through tax foreclosure)
39,400
Delinquent 3-5 years. . .. . .. s.o.s ..,..
............. 29,560
Delinquent 1-2 years...,,1..,
Smal1owner acreage tax delinquent......s
Large-owner acreage tax dolinquent

Percent

100
15
5

19

14
10
49
21

Of the total delinquent area not foreclosed (68,960 acres) 35% is
5 years delinquent, 11% 4 years, 12% 3 years, 18% 2 years, and 25%
1 year, showing that the serious delinquency situation is of long
standing and not the result of the current business depression.
Nest of the counties have neither finances nor desire to give those
lands any protection or administrative attention. Their efforts are.
limited to trying to make sales of and restore to the tax roll what little
of the oout 1ends can be sold for agriculture, range, or other
purposes.
The future of tax delinquent lands is one of the important problems
In order to overcome this diffiof land management in the region.
culty to main solutions have been suggested: (1) a tax reform and
cr6dit system applying to forest lands; or, (2) reversion of delinquent
county lands to the State or Federal Govermment.

As was suggested in Part I, the tax system on forest lends must
be revised if we expoot the priv.te interost to go on a sustained
yield basis, (The only other alternative is public ownership,)
The reform most generally mentioned is that of a system of deferred
tcxes -- that is, a method of paying the taxes on timber at the time
of liquidation, or cuttings This, of course, would encourage selective cutting.
The lumber interests also ask for long-term credits
to prevent premature liquidation, something thay are unable to get
from coinriercial baxiks,
To meet this deand, the Fletcher Bill was
introduced in the Congrese.
The Bill proposes to create under the wing of the Farm Credit
Adiklinistration a Forest Credit Bank, which would be authorized to
make thirtyyear secured loans with a minimum of *2,500 and a waxiliuir of 10 per cent of the banks capit'1 and 8u2'plus to individuels,
firms and corporations for practically any purpose connected with
forestry operations, As is the case with other lending agencies
set up under the Farm Credit Administration, there is provided in
the Fletcher Bill a measure of cooperation by the industry itself
through the fact that the borrowers become stockholders and as
priv'to capital Is thus provided, tho capital contributed by the
Federal Government is retired, The borrowers will also choose a
majority of the mombers of the district advisory councils, Under
the terms of the Bill, it would have a restricted field, handling
only long-term credits in connection with sustained yield operations,
In regard to the present county-owned, tax delinquent lands -- it is
important that this type of ownership, which is ever increasing in
acreage, be given such status that it will be proteetedand properly
administered. As has been stated before, permanent ownership by the
counties does not seem to be practicable
Undoubte&Ly, the best
ultimate solution is to transfer these lands either to the States or
to the Federal Government.

I.

TBE OBJECTIV

OF MODERN FOIESTRY IN WASHINGTON

Introduction

Because of the continued decline of the lumber market during the 1st
thirty years, many alarm3.sts in the industry have concluded that
the
industry will eventually collapse,
In order to arrive at an Intelligent conclusion in regard to the futu'e of the industry, it may be
well briefly to review the history of the uses of wood from early
times,

Mr. Raphael Zon,. Director Lake States Forest Experiment Station, and
Mr. W. N. Sparhawlr, Senior Forest Economist, in their chapter, "Trends
in World Wood Consumption,'t have unearthed some interesting data on
the history and early uses of wood, extending as far back as the
ancient historic peoples of the Mediterranean region and in the valleys
of the Tigris and the Euphratés,*

Except for the mountains, these regions were poorly forested. Yet
wood was extensively iisd, both in architecture and in naval'oonstruc
tion, as well as in everyday life,
The Illiad and the Odyssey teflect the manner of living of the ancient
Greeks In the early periods of' their culture,
In these poems we fInd
descriptions of hw and for what purpose and what kinds of' woods wore
utod,
Similarily, the classical writers describe the use of wood .n
ancient Rome, There, as in Greece, wood was particularly essential
for naval construction,
In the Middle Ages, European culture do'reloped under entirely different
geographic conditions than in antiquity. The centers of culture
shifted from the Mediterranean region to central and western Europe,

The Mediterranean lds were poorly forested, but central and western
Europe during that period was typically a forested region. The forests
played an importayit part in the economic life of the people of the
middle ages, not only as a source of fuel and raw materIals, but also
as an inimical environment which they had to overcome in their struggle
to make room for cultivation and pasturage, By the end of the fourteenth century man had conquered the forests. By the fifteenth century
the conquest had 'gone so far that in sonO parts of Germany, and elsewhere, there began to be bomplaints of the exhaustion of forostu and
demands that exosasive clearing be stoppod.
Between the thirteenth and the fifteenth centuries wood ceased to be
purely a local commodity in Europe, and timber bogan to be anartIcle
of international trade, transported in rafts along the rivers,. Along
with the development of the timber trado, grow the sawmill industry.

* A National Plan for Jmorioctn Forestry 73rd Congress, 1st Session.

Senate Document No. 12,

The first savmtulls operated by water power appeared In Fr4uco in the
thirteenth century, although whip sawing by hand renie.iiied the prevail,

ing method of aawIug lumber for several centuries, Wood was the
dominant material for ordinary house construction during the period
between the thirteenth and the seventeenth centuries,
As the cities increased in number arid grew in size,, the consumption
of wood, the only source of fuel at that time, became very great.
Supplying such cities as Paris, Vienna, and London with firewood
become a 'ast enterprise. The Thames, even as late as the eighteenth
century, served as a main channel for supplying London with firewDo4,
Beginning as early as the fourteenth century, first in Germany and
later in Sweden arid England, there was a notable growth of the metal.
lurgical industry, which required great quantities of charcoal and
firewood.
The glass and pottery industries also came to the fron1.
The growth of these industries, located largely in the forests,
together with the growing consumption by the cities, brought on a
shortage of fuel wood,
In the eighteenth century thore arose through
out western Europe an acute fuel crisis. The shortage of wood led
even to the curtailment of the metallurgical industry. Laws were
passed, for instance, prohibiting construction of metallurgical plants
nearer than 22 miles from London. The shortage of firewood was caused
by the exhaustion of the nearby forests or those within hauling dis-'
tance of the rivers. Large supplies of t5inber remained, but owing
to the difficulty of transportation these were as good aS nonexiStonI.

Meanwhile, the demand for timber for many other purposes had been
growing by leaps and bounds. A very important use was for, ship construction, Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries was a period
of rapid growth of the navies and merchant marine of Spain, France,
Holland, England and other countries.
In the time of war many vessels
were sunk or damaged and the demand for wood for naval construction
greatly increased. However, at the beginning of the nineteenth century
many parts of Europe still had large forests and preserved to a considerable extent the stamp of wooden culture.
The industrM]. revolution, begiining toward the end of the eighteenth
century, brought mankind to tho age of coal und iron, steam and
electricity, Coal gradually took the place of woodfuel, charooi].,
and peat. Iron arid steel crowded out wood to a large extont from the
construction of ships and bridges, and in the manufacture of implements
of every kind. It would seem that the replacement of wood with coal
and iron would have ended or greatly reduced the demand for wood
It would seem that the consumption of wood and the destruction of
forests in the age of coal and iron should have become much loss than
in the eighteenth century.

All siis apparently pointed to a permanent decrease In the use of
wood. But this was not to be. The new era of capitalism was characterized by a period of industrial expansion which gradually extended to
a large part of the world, continued throughout the nineteenth century,
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and reached into fullest develcpment in the pez'iod just before the
Agriculture, freed from the bonds of the feudal system
and stimulated by the industrial expansion, also entered upoit a
new phase of development in western 1Iurope.
The industrial expaxision was accompanied by building of railroads and other means of
transportation, development of mines construction of new factories
and houses, and a general rise in the standard of living of the
masses, Chemistry opened new fields of uSe for cellulose, for which
wood was the best source, Wider education of masses brought greater
use of paper for books and newspapers, Increased trade requirod
boxes and containers of various sorts, With the improvement of the
lot of the industrial worker and the peasant, there came a demand
for better houses, more furniture, and Wooden articles for household
World War..

use,

As a result of this wave of industrial expansion, wood regained its
prominent place in the ecoflomic life of the people, although it was
used in different forms than before. The industrial revolution of
the nineteenth century, which at first threatened to destroy the
mtrkets for wood,, in the end stimulated the use of wood in the most
unexpected industrial enterprises and this widened its markets, This
der'and was so rcut that some of the industr±a1 countries were unable
to meet it from their on timber supplies, They wore forced to tap
the resources of other countries which possessed a surplus of forest
wea3th. This brought about a world trade in tinber of a magn±tude
not dreamed of in the period before the industrial revolution.
The United States was ai especially lavish consumer of wood during
the nineteenth century, The population was doubling every 3Oyears,
Farms,. tovns and oitieswere multiplying at a phenomenal rate. A
network of raliroeds was being extended from the Atlantic Ocean to
the Pacific, and. from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico,
Induatries of
all kinds were growing at a rate which has probably ne'rer been
equaled anywhere else in the world, A wealth of virgin timber,
excellently adapted to a great variety of uses, was ready at hand
or easily reached by railroads and waterways, and was practically
free for the taking, No wonder, then, that the per capita consump..'
tion of wood in America surpassed that of most of the other industrial
nations, which no longer had extensive virgin forots,
The consWflptjon of Sawed lumber and probably the aggregate consumption

of wood in all forms reached a peak about 1906 or 190?, About that
time the rate of population growth began to slow up, and within a
few years the number of farms and the mileage of railroads roachod
their peaks, while at the same time the tendency to concentrate peoplo
and industries in multistoried. buildings in the cities called for the
use of more steel and concrete and less wood in construction.. Both
the per capita and the total wood consumption began to fall off, and
the decline has continued, with some interruptions, ever since,
The consumption of lumber has declined almost precipitously since 1,929.
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This decreasing rate of consumption in the United States during the
last 30 years, coupled with the decreasing consumption in practically
all countries since 1929, has given r.se to the wdosproad belief
that the trend of world tmber oonsumpton i.s inevitably dotwtrd.
Not only the forest owners, but also those responsible for formulating
public forest policies are questioning whether there will be any
sustained demand for timber in the future, As a result of present
conditions, there has been generated in this country a pessimistic
psychology nt unlike that which prevuled in Europe toward the end
of ths eighteenth century as regards the future possibilities of the
use of wood,, There is a feeling that wood use is at the end of an
economic epoch, and that from now on wood is to play a progressively
smaller part in human civilization1
But is this true? May not the present teolmological trends, discovery
of new uses, and the advancement of organio chemistry again do for
wood what the industrial revolution accomplished during the nineteenth
century?

Wood is one of the most flexible of organic products. This accounts
for its adaptability to homany usos for whjoh it has been employed
by mankind at different stages of his economic and social development,
This should also account for the optimism in certain quarters of the
future of the industry. Let us review briefly the development of the
industry u to the present, and later discuss the possibilities of
the future.
A.

tEVEL0PNT OF TI

1.

Present Lumber.Using Industries,

LTJMBER.USING INDUSTRIES

The lumber and timber product industries lead all other industries
in the Pacific Northwest both in value of product and value added
by manufature
The importance of lumber manufacturing is shovn
by the following table:

*LU1V1ER AND

TIMBER

PRODUCTS

IN PACIFIC NORTHEST IN RELATION TO ALL flUSTRJIS

1929

**

PJ.W.

Idaho

Mont.

Oregon

Wosh.

Value of Product
(in thousand dollars)

444,651

33,886

11,555

136,589

262,621

Percent of total of

28%

35%

4%

33%

33%

A13. Industries

Value Added
By Manufacture
(in thousand io1iars)

294,651

Percent of total of
All Industries

Percent of Wage Earners
of All Industries

Percent. of Wages Paid
of All Industries

26,749

8,039

95,609

164,254

60%

13%

46%

45%

51%

72%

23%

53%

51%

52%

71%

19%

56%

40%

From United States Ci.ofMthfaturoa.
*Includos logging cepe, merchant saw mills, combined saw mills
and planing mills including those engaged in manufactwe of boxes;
veneer mills; and cooperage atook mil1. (Does not include pulp
manufactures,)

-

Appendix 0, Columbia Basin Repor;t, Pac. N. 1ff, Regional
Planning Comm.

9t*Souroo;.
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The high
that the eoono

the. precodin table clear),
indicate
too
eel tied to one industr
When the lumber maret falls or' ro,edes the on ire region
adversely

ot tha

rvost is

do

affected almost 1mmodiate1y
Add to that the fact oitod by the United
States Forest Service that in about 17 years, unless sustained yield
managenient is installed, the available commercial saw-log timber now
in private hands in the State of Washington will be gone, emphasizes
the sor'jotinegs of this problem, A greater spread of industry is
certainly most desirable and should be one of the principal objectives
of both the Planning Commissions and the various Chanbers of Conuneroe.
And with the advent at continuously cheaper power this should not be
But for the purpose of this study we are
more interested in the development of the lumber industry
in the subjet of a greater spread of industry in onora1.

so difficult f attajnent,

itself than

Vhon wo consider that out of

the 42,775,040 acres of the total land
area in this State, almost 22 million acres are in forests, or 51,2
percent; and when we further consider that the value of the produots
of those forests (including manufactures) in 1929 amounted to about
a half billion dollars; we must conclude that the industry cannot be
allowed to decay through a policy of inaction, but rather, must be
givon new impeths and developed into a still more valuable asset than
hero tof ore,

While it is true that the lumber industry is now floundering in the
doldrums of a depression and has little to encourage its future, much
of the dilemma in which the timber industry now finds itself can be
directly attributed to its own inertia in the fields of research and
merchandising. Export shipments of Douglas fir from Oregon and
Washington dropped from l447,771,000 board feet in 1929 to 521,115,000
board feet in 1935. A large percentage of this export trade was lost
to British Colunibia beoause of the Ottawa Conference between Great
Britain and her colonies.
Compared with 1929, the first

ix months of 1936 showed:

(1929

1O)

Production at
63%
No. of operating mills, at,,.....,,..,......,..,66
Operating oapacity
Average price received1 at......,..:.......,...',....,92
Gross value of
Employment, at..... ,... . .. . .. .v.
s. s.. .64
Average daily wago.....,,.,,.,..,,,,,,, '........ 99.2

used, at.............,..,,,,.68

The doprosjon took out over 2 billion foot of annual productive capacity in mills that have closed with no prospect of reopening. The mills
remaining are using a little less than half of their normal .oapaoity,
as against 72 percent in 129. This means, in 1936, about 3.5 billion
feet less production and 7 million hours less employment than in 1929.

Coupled with this is the continued excessive logging waste in the
Douglas fir region.
The Hodgson report of 1926 awakened the industry
to the appalling annual loss in timber operations, -- both logging
nd nctwniill,
But the industry admits in their own reporba that
logging waste is greater today than in 1926. They blame this on ovor*
production and excessive operating cost which they claim forces thorn
to "skim the cream" of the forests. Most of the hemlock and No. 3
logs are left in the woods. Aocording to a 1937 report of the west
Const Lumbermen's association: "The avorago West Coast sawmill camiot
utilize in salable lumbor grades from 15 to 20 percent of the volumo
of its logs (in short longth, defective grades, etc.) which is normally recovered in eastern and southern lumber manufacture1"
1thi1e the preceding figures show a deplorable atite of affairs, does
at necessarily follow that the future of the industry is to be hope'.
less? There are two factors which forestall a pessimistic attitude:
(1) the past history of he industry: (2)
product,

the flexibility f the

Present Processing Industries
It has only been in the last few years that the lumber industry in the
Pacific Northwest has given the attention duo to a further utilization
of the log after it roaches the sawmill. According to the Washington
Stte Plarming Council
"Planing mill capacity tas been increased
and the variety of products therefrom enlarged. Vexioer plants obtain
ci mothnum of finished product from tho log, and furniture faotorios
consume small pieces previously wasted, Pulp mills are using what
'it one timo was mill and woods' waste, The manufacture of standard
shapes and lengths of lumber for tho construction of houses and mis.
co11neous buildings has boon adopted by several mills.
y moans of
such standard shapes the labor of erection in thc field is very
mvtcrxauly reduced. This practice of standard shapos and lengths
corresponds, to some extent, to
Al). thoo
stops are encouraging evidences of a desire to find now outlets for
timber products nd to obtain greater wealth from the

that of tho stool mills.

1ihat the above statement really shows Ic the cppa1ling lack of progress
an processing industries which should and could have boon established
years ago.
Containers

The growing dependence of industrialized countries upon foodstuffs and
raw materials of other countrios, h's created a large international
demen
for wood for packing purposes.
In tho United States, woodon
boxes arid orates in 1928 absorbed about one seventh of the entire
lumber cut,
In some years they have absorbed as much as one fifth of
the lumber out. Although there has been a decline in the consumption
of boxes and crates since 1918, it was still ten percent higher in 1928
than in 1912,
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The irods of this section are particularly adaptable to boxes and
crates because of their structure arid the lack of odor of many
species.
In the field of cooperage we are particularly fortunate.
Tight cooperage tcr liquids and fruits arid tieroes for frozen fish
are manufactured from Douglas fir.
Butter tube are made from spruceb
Both of these Woods grow prolifically in this State, Douglas fir is
th predominant species. Yet we find that in Seattle onl on
0Ocperage concern listed with
e C
ber o
onunerce mania ac ures
oxolusivel wooden barrels k,'s md casks. Here Is a field *ie
t e inves
0030
e proper ovo opment e 000perago
stas ry ore cou d o much to affect the local
lt2niber market. V!hi3.o the increase in the use of steel and other
metal casks has been harmful to the cooperage industry, many products
of the Northwest require wooden containers for proper preservation.
The principal factor in the development of the industry is an improvemerit in merchandising methods, especially in the field of salesmanship.
On the other hand, manufacturers of boxes arid crates are well repre-

aented among the industries of the
over

State,

In Seattle alone we have

26 mach establishments.

Veneer and P1wood
Great advances have been made in the manufacture of veneer and plywood
products. Gluing processes havo been inontod which
itated the production of plywood, panels, and all sort of laminated
8heet material.
The development of the veneer industry came first
in Europe and has shown a rapid growth. Plywood has become a forest
product of considerable importance in world trade. The veneer indus-

greatly facil-

try in the Uriited States has increased greatly in output sinøe 1905.

Over 161 million board feet of logs were used for veneers in1906j by
1929 the consumption increased to 1,112 million board feet, or by
more than 500 peroent,
recent years the output of rotary-cut veneer has incroased, due
largely to improved sales methods, Vihere at one time plywood as
panels was largely used in door manufacture, its fie'ld has expanded
into general building material lino and particularly for use in

concrete

Veneer is now used in ornamental pillars in place
of the solid timber. In fact, the use of voneors and their general

utility

is increasing by leaps and bounds, Tot, Seattle has only
engaged in tho making of vonoors, and with some
of those it is only a sido line.

five manufacturers
Lath and Shinglos

far the

.ashington is by
heaviest producer of lath, outranicing all
But tao general consumption in the Tihitod Stato is
declining, although at a slow rats, being influariced by substitutes
1i.ke plaster boards, etc,
It is conceivable that even cheaper subeti.
tut'ues than plaster board may ultimately be produced from some waste
material, in which case lath production may øont±nuo to decline at a

other Stato,
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more rapid rates

Since some of the 8ubt.tute are also produced from
the sorg wrto materjaj, as maonit, firtex,
etc., the competitition

merely results in Oonverting thø waste produots, slabs, etchings, etc,,
into more profitab material than lath, and the
is,
therefore, not 000rto oal].y disadvantageous to thesubstitution
lumber Industry.
The shingle industry occupio a prominent place among the State ts
lumber industries, in 1925 converting cedar
logs valued at $12,240,000
into shingles with a value of 4l9,829,28o,
distributing
$5,232,599 in
wages to 5,000 employees, and carrying an
invos1itent
of
$15,000,000
0*.
clsic of tjmbor1ds, The industry steadily
grow until 1929, when
aPproximately 9 Qf the entire United States production occurred
in

1ra shington

A cofltjnued decline in shingle
production is to be expected, caused

partly by decreasing supplies

of cedar, partly by the competition
of other roofing materials, nationally
advertised and aggressively
sold oven in the home territory of the
shingles, }Iowever, the decline
due to demand Will not be abrupt, or result in
oeaaation of the indue..
try for Some time to Come.
1.iall Board

New uses of wood in the form of wall
and insulating materials
arc appearing coustantly. No one canboard
forecast at present what their

future development may be. Those newer products, like
fibre containor,
veneer, and wall board often take the place of
wood in its original
form for similar
Of ten, however, the new products, like rayon,

eollopho.ie, and other viacoso products, create now fields in which

wood was not originally employed.

Rayon
Artijeja1 silk or rayon, much of which is
made from wood fibre come
into use only

Slrtco 1900,
In 1911 only about 2 million po'nds wore
consumed in the United States, In 1929, the tYnitecj
States consumed
more than 60 times as much as in 1911,

Little, up to the present time, has been
done in the Pacific Northwest
to build up a rayon or oe1l1oe
products industry, The raw material
is here, but the cost of transportation
to eastern markets has been
an important factor in the fAilure to establish
the industry on a
permanent basis. Entua1ly, the industry will have
tO locate upon
the Pacific Slope because of the
doletiort of proper woode in the East1
This eventually is not far away.
Pulp and Papo
The use of wood for paper dates from
about 1850,
The paper industry,
based on wood, made a phenomenal
growth,
particularly
in the last
20 years, In 1911 the world
production
of
wood
pulp
was
7,619,000
tons.
In 1929 it had increased to 18,478,00c
tons, or over 140%,
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The average world, per capita consumption of paper in 1925-27 was in
the neighborhood of 23 pounds, ranging all the way from 192 poundS
in the United States to less than one pound in China
Should the
teeming masses of Asia alone retoh the world average of 23 pounds,
the paper production of the world would have to be increased by 10
million tons to meet Asia's needs alone, Japan has a1reay increased
its pulp production from 77 thousand tons in 1911 to 61 thousand tona
in 1929, or more than 750 percent.
The fact that the per capita consumptiori of pulp was increasing, up to 1929, in such countries as the
United States, Great Br.tain, and Germany, also is an indication that
even in the industrial countries the possibilities of growth have not
yet reached a 1imit

Daily pulp wood capacity in this region increased from 2,045 tons in
1923 to 5,197 tons in 1934, an expansion of 179 percent. Additional
capacity of at least 100 tons per day has been built since then. In
the production of the bleached and uñbloachod suiphito pulp the Paoifio
Northwest wood pulp production was 8,14 percent of the United States
total.
By 1934 it had grown to 21,84 percent of the United States total,
Until a few years ago (1926) spruce was regarded as the only source,
so far as forest products were concerned, of high grade pulp. Resenrch
and development in the Northwest, combined, in some instances with
high standards of practice, haro proved that western hemlock and some
of the true firs (abies) are equally desirable sources of a3.pha cellu.'.
lose. Hemlock has now replaced spruce.
Douglas fir is even being
used today, after extensive experiments, in the making of fine paper,
V1hile the bleaching of Douglas fir is more expensive than any other
wood, it has, neverthe1es, been proven successful, To such an ethont
has this become true that several mills are now shipping all, or nearly
all, of thoir output to converting mills whore rayon, cellophane, and
other similar products are manufactured.
The species now used in the region for pulp manufacture include Sitka
spruce for mechanical pulp; western homlok for meohan&oal, suiphita
and sulphate, some true firs for mechanical and suiphite, some Doig1as
fir for mechanical, soda and sulphate, and black cotton-wood for
mechanical and soda. Satisfactory puips and papers of wide variety.,
including the finest, are made from them.
With expanding markets for pulp and decreasing production in the older
sections of the United States, the industry in this region is capable
of considerable increase. The Hale Report * demonstrates that this
region, under adequate forest managemei±, has the physical ability to
supply the nation's present and future pulp wood, pulp and paper require
ment, It is also believed it can meet foreign competition. Estimating
total annual national requirements at 25,000,000 oorde in 1950, the
report allooatos certain cunotnts to various regions. The Pacific North
westts contribution is 7,300,000 cords of which only 1,000,000 is set
aside for sulphate. However, the some report points out that,
simp1e
modifications in cooking and the development of effective multiplestage chlorination bleaching has brought the sulphate pulpe to the
National Pulp and Paper Réq.uiréments in Relation to
tion," Sonata Document #115, 73rd Congress.

orost Conso
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threshold of all purpose use." Already sulphate pulp, made from
Douglas fir and hemlock, has been blei.ched in plants located in this
section.

In any endeavor to increase the utility of the species of the region
for pulp, Douglas fir demands high priority, Its use is sorely needed
in strong, light-colored papers which arc now heavily imported or
derived largely through suiphite pulp from eastern spruce. Arid this
objective is practically within roach at the present time. Nany spccies
other than the spruocs, hemlock and true firs, have produced sctis
fctory strong, light-colored papers, including southern pines, larch
and hesthut. The present waste from the woods and from saw mills
could support very extensive pulpwood operations.
.

FUTURE OF T

LUIER-USING INDUSTRIES

*Merchardi.sing

"Lumber, the principal forest product, has thus far largely sold itsolf"
Several factors, unnecessary to ennumorate, have contributed in the past
to a strong position of lumber and obviated the noeossity of strongly
organized merchandising effort. But conditions of the past no longer
prevail. Lumber is contesting with other materials for practicallyctil
its m'rkots, and there 5.s now imporvbivc neod for promotional effort
an the broad sense. Until upto-d to merchandising has had a chance
to show its full effects, provisions of permanently inadequate xnctrkets
lack realism from the economic point of view,
"In the long run, merchandising effort must be based first, on sound
foundations of quality and technical control, and seccnd, upon coordinatod salos policies that insure to the consumer storial of the
type and quality to moot his particular requirements." Up until 1935
the lumber industries of Washington made vary little effort in presenting the prospective buyer with data as to the quality and standard of
rood products4 But within the last tvro years, the West Coast Lumbermen's
Association homado an especial effort in properly presenting the
qualities of their products, They no'i present a comprehensible hand.
book dealing with stress, strain, flexibility, etc. of different types
of wood in the varying dimensions, which can be favorably compared with
similar publications put out by the stool industry and other bui1dingmaterial industrios
Iany prejudices against lumber will disappear as the producers take a
firmer grasp of quality control and preparation of the product. Others
For the teohiical buyer,
will be removed only by oduoatioiial work.
especially, data regarding the properties of wood and its use in engin
coring structures must be made available in manuals and textbooks
comparable to those available to him in the usc of thor materials.
"Only when lumber and other wood products arc presented to the consuming
public in the best possible condition with ado.uatc omonstratien 0±

their mcrit1 with a catering to unstasficd desires1 and in accordth
the findings of research, will it be time to consider whether the nction.
I market for such products is indeed 'Inadequato."
*Jxtraot from 'A I4ational plan for liericen Forestry" .... Senate Document
o. 12, 73rd Congress, 1st Session.

b.

Research

Thoro is no doubt that scientific research in wood and wood products,
stodily prosecuted and the results arplied, will lead to practical
gins in the production and marketing of th forest yield-in the
lowering of costs, in insuring
consumer
in the service of the product, and in opening the way to ncw products
and enlarged uses.

greater satisfaction to the

Other products have felt its influences in fact, "scientific research
is the foundation and pattern of the industrial age."
Through research,
products have been refined and diversified, now materials developed,
mass production in old and now lines made possible with consequent
cost reductions, and mass consumption awakened beyond the conception
of past generations. Most of our modern industries
steel, aluminum,
ard other nonferrous metals, alloys, glass, ceramics, refractories,
petroleum, foodstuffs, machinery, textiles, plastics, cement, hemioals,
electricity, etc.
have come to depend on the research of the soientists and the technioiar for their continued progress and the expansion
of their markets,
Research must show the way to radical improvements in wood construction.
The convenience, low cost, and abhor advantages o± wood must be combiued
with simplified, efficient, and cheap des.gn end erection, and better
preparation and maintenance of the material, to produce more durable
and 000nomiQaj. strueturo, 1lood has lost ground competitively because
of insufficient technical progress in its use.
Since more then 60
percent of the lumber produced in the United States is used in the
construction of
is especially important that this market
be retained and expanded. - Intensive research vigorously prosecuted
offers the only practical way to keep wood abreast of the continuous
technical progress being mdo by its competitors and thusto avoid
urniccossary substitution of competitive materials for wood.

buildings, It

1ooden hoes cost too much,

Present designs and methods of building
coupled with the norma] tendency toward higher wages and ahortor hours
have reacted to discourage building.
The obvious answer is mAss pro..
duction of wood units that can be assembled quickly and inexpensively
in line with similar developments that are ocouring in steel and
concrete housing.
The building trades, through their organizations,
have built up a high hourly scale and have, in some instances, fought
the advent of unit construction pro300ts. However, some of them are
beginning to see the advantages of continued construction by a lowering
of both lumber, building material, and labor oosts, which in the end
offers the building employees an annual average income of much higher
proportions than they now earn because of the soaroity and seasonal
trends in their line of work. This enlightened outlook will undoubt.edly be a boon to their trade instead of a hindrance.

The development of a complete, inexpensive fire-resistant treatment
would do much to regain immense markets for wood that are now closed,

Building code and unerwiters requirements limit the use of wood
for exterior walls in residential? industrial, and commercial buildings in urban areas0 A combined treatment embodying fire resistance,
decay and insect res:Lstaneo, and reduction of shrinking and swelling
properties should be a major objective of the industry.

The development of a cheap glue that will be as strong, as reliable,
and as permanent as the wood itself will enormously expand the oppor
tunities in the economical and profitable use of wood4 Thç glues
thus far developed by research from blood, animal tissue, caseixi,
vegetable proteins, and phenolie resins are excellent in many vay8
and a great improvement over those available in the past. As yet,
however, they all fall short of the ideal in several respects. The
discoverer of a glue which Will meet all requirements may well reuolutionize the whole lumber industry,

The above are just a few examples of what is needed in the field of
research. Space prevents us from going into further details regording
the possibilities of research, such as the designingof shipping containers, the seasoning of wood, improved methods of log grading, eto,,
but we feel that we have at least given an inkling into the future
possibilities of the wood industries by the simple expedient of increa
ing their research facilities.
One factor, which we have previously touched upon in Part II, alone
. the chemical by-products of
could well revolutionize the industry
wood. These, coupled with the improvement of pulping processes, offer
the greatest speculative possibilities in the entire lumber industry,
Except for the production of a small quantity of charcoal and the
utilization of a negligible amount of hemlock bark in local tanneries,
chemical utilization of wood in the region is limited to the pulp and
paper industry.
The wood distillation industry, the dovolopmont of a tannin extract
industry, further experiments with cellulose products, experiments with
lignin, are only a few of the possibilities in future chemical research.
If the lumber industry in this region fails to talco advantage of this
type of research, already pionoored for them, they will have no one to
blctmc for the continuous falling markot of their products but themselves.
As Mr. C. P. Winslow, Director of Forest Producta Laboratory, United
Strttes Forest Service, states
"An adequate knowledge of the chemistry
of wood is necessary for the development or improvement of chemical
processes of wood utilization, including the manufacture of pulp, paper,
r'yon, and plastics, In this field lie the greatest possibilities of
new wood products for new uses,"
-
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Con suxn.ption

ren

Must Be Met

The moasurc advocated so very briefly in the foregoing paragraphs
constitute a pica for placing the whole structure of forest markets
on a revised and modern basis of consumer-.servioe and continuing
supply

Some of the ways end means of meeting the modern challenge hcwe been
set forth with at least sufficient clarity, it is hoped, to iudioate
the direction of progress. It is believed that management and marketing activities may well be coneentr'tcd with special reference to
trxxsportation costs. The costs of raw material end manufacture should
be reduced and qualir of output improved by selective logging., end
the produotivones of stands should be octendod through management for
sust'uned yield.
In line with tochnicl efficiency in the use of
ni1torials, the trend toward integration of forest'ø.using industries
in favorable locations should be encouraged, while wastes in all
departments must be further reduced. Production from small holdings
must be improved end adjusted to meet the standards of orderly manufacture and marketing, and merchandising must be activated on the
rodern plane of quality standards and tochnical xequirements.
Th& apparent encroachment or intrusion of other materials in fieid
of wood use has boon shown to be an inevtablo expression of the niodorn
ago and the eagerness of consumers for now and imprvod produots and
scrvico, The need and the ros1onsibility for more aciontfic and
technical research in wood end its products have therefore boon soe.
ialiy strossod. Some of the more obvious and urgen ob ctives whioh
research should follow have already been pointed out and may be briefly
summarized as follows
better construction and fabrjcation, uii.it
construction, better treating, coating, end gluing processes, better
conversion and harvesting, keener selection and grading, the improvement of pulping processes and machine operations in paper manufacture,
the development of plastics and other now and special products, basic
tnd fundamental studies of the nature and molecular structure of wood,
ad the cooperation of all agencies, commercial and public, in the
prosecution of these and allied lines of investigation.
"By girding themselves to meet modern demands efficiently, forest
industry and forest ownership can look forward t a continued place
of major service in the country's economic life," states Mr. Winslow.
"The public has lifelong need for, familiarity wit!,.., and attachment
to wood and wood products. The Nation has a vast program of forestry
at stake .n the trend of wood use. The fiscal stability of locel
governments is bound up with profitable use of the land. The weight
of public preference will be a mighty factor that may well, be cultivated
in stabilizing and enlarging forest consumption and in safeguarding
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It may be counted on to give wood a 'fair deal'.
forest markets,
In return, forest industry must make sure the wood shall meet a high
standar4 of expectation and performance, and that forest resources
shall be constructively used and the suprily continuously developed
in accord with the general welfare,"
B.

MULTIPLE USE AND SUSTAINED YIELD iIANAGENT

The central thought in the management and use of the resources of the
national forests is to so adjust one uso to the other that the greatest
net public benefit will result -- to obtain the greatest total of crops,
uses and services. The objeOtivo of the U, S. Forest Sorvioc and many
other organizations is to apply this same principle to private forests
if it is at all possible of accomplishment.
*Timbor products are not the only values derivod from forest lands.
Some of the other major alüos are thoso inherent in properly managed
wcttox'shds,. in grazing of domestic stock, in protection of wild life,
nd in recreation, In multiple-usc management one acre is xnde to do
th work of three, so that the land resources of the country may be
capable of providing maximum industrial and social benefits, A single
exclusive use policy implies the dedication of land to one purpose and
involves the loss to our civilization of other uses which might be
Sound public oconomy
developed through correlation and integration.
demands development of harmonized uses controlled and regulated in
the interest of all,
In Multiple usc,
azing is harmonized with reproduction of timber,
with soil conservation and erosion prevention, with the preservation
of game, and with rcO'roational uses. As anothOr Omplo,msnagomcnt
c,f timber and utilization thereof can beharmonized with watershed
protection with recreation, and the preservation o wild life,

iu1tiple use manaement on a long time basis is almost entirely lacking upon .prjvatey owned timber lands. But even so, proper management
0±' forest lands requires coordination of all types of use in a plan
designed in the interest of the greater human welfare
The objective of forestry is to provide management which will return
annual timber crops of approximately equal size and value, furnish
permanent employment, wages, and purchasing power, maintain stable
industrial communities, and obtain the full use of the productive
capacity of forest lands,
This is sustained yield management. The
basis oonoption is that of an industrial community composed of the
various wood conversion factories with homes for workers and social
and trade facilitities permanently supported in. large part by the
continuous timber output of a forest ara contiguous to the community.

05cc Appendix "N", Report on Columbia Basin, by Pacific Northwest
liegional Planning Commiasion
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J sustained yield. unit may be considered to consist of three soparate
yet closely associated parts: (1) the basic natural resource, ie.
the forest property; (2) the manufaoturing plants which convert the
natural resource to useful products; (3) the social facilities provided for the people who manage the forests and man the factories.
The manufacturing plants might not closely adjoin the forest or be
controlled by the seine interests as In the case of a forest property
which produces logs for a general market such as Puget Sound. Never
thels, the success of sustained yield management may be judged by
the stability and general adequacy attained by the social and IfldUSM
trial facilities which are an integral part of the suatai.ned yield
unite

according to the State Planning Council, there arc four genera].
requirements for sustained yield:
(1) stable ownership of forest
land, (2) unified control of sustained yield units, (3) uniform and.
equitable distribution of overhead charges on such privately owned,
non-operable forest properties as are included in the yield units,
taxes, protection charges, and administrative costs; (4) scientific
control of all important biologic, commercial and social processes.
Numerous potential sustained yield units arc provontod from becoming
so managod because of tho multiplicity of land owners whose diverso
interests prevent them from agreeing upon a logical and permanent
policy Jor the whole unIt, This condition is aggravated by ownersh
arrangemenjs which are fundamentally unsuited for the buaine
of
stable and permanent management, These coupled with burdensome
carrying charges result in recurring shifts of ownership which are
incompatible with sustained yield schemes,
Under present economic conditions it is hardly practicable for a
lumber producing company to carry the large quantity of stumpage
required to place any good sized operation on a sustained yield basis,.
Under the present system the carrying of privately owned stumpagefor
more than 15 to 20 years is gonerallyreoognlzed as a losing game1
One solution of the ownership problem, is that the public shall carry
all of the stumpage resources roquirod to form any given sustained
yield unit. Private capital is then confined to the development and
operation of the logging and milling facilities, Given the necessary
funds, this is a direct solution to the problom in those areas where
sufficient quctntitios of timber arc available to permit sustained
yield operations being established, Possibly
bettor solution of
the problem, states tho Washington State Planning Council, is for
privato owners to retain title in the maximum amount of stumpage which
can be carried under tho oconomie conditions existing from time to
time.
The public could carry the balance of the total amount required.
In the writer's opinion, the first solut.on is the best, providing that
the title to the atumpage reverts to the Government and then is released
to the private operator under strict control based on selective cutting,
or at least a sustained yield program.

It is to be anticipated, however,

thot the creation of more favorable
measures as deferred timber tax laws
forest credits, and similar ohazges will make it possible for private
OYlfle8 iii the more favorable locations to retain suffioient lands to
operate on a sustained yield basis,

economic conditions by suoh

"A sustained

old unit is a comsiox bioloica]. and eooial entity
Too

ioal

control is osaontial o coutinuou productio management of such an
entity,
The technical problems upon whose solution sustained yield
is contingent may be classifiod an three broad groups: (1) those
pertuning to the art of growing forest crops (silviculturo, Thngc
management, wild life management, ct.); (2) those pertaining to the
utilization of forost crops (logging, milling, pulp manufacture, etc.)
(3) those pertaining to problems of business and society (economics,
sociology, ota.), Maintenance of complete and aggressive toohnical
control of all thoso pr000ssos is a vital necessity.

Thc application of sustained yield management to tho Northwest will
unquestionably increase the ability of forest lands to employ and
support labor. The silvicultural operation necessary for maximum
yield will maintain forest covers and insure perpetuation of forest
influoneos upon strofunflow and control of erosion,

Sustained yield furnishes an opportunity for removing forest lands
from submarginal agricultural operations and putting them to profitable
use.
Steady tax bases furnished by steadily productivo sustained yield
units and permanent industrial communities are opposite to diminishing
roturns and poverty stricken counties.
In addition, predictable yields
going to market through known centers of manufacture furnish fixod
bases for long time social and industrial plamung.
C,

FORESTS AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

In their article, "Is Forestry Justified?," Mr, 1, N. Sparhawk and
S. 13. Shaw of the Forestry Service give us an interesting insight into
the lumber "boom" town and its inevitable consequence,
ihi1e this
process of "boom and bust" has long ago ruined the communities of the

Gret Lakes region, it has also made considerable headway in the
Pacific Northwest. In order better to understand the process and its
economic implications, it might be well to detail the functional
application of this shortsighted policy.
The "boom" phenomenon which follows too rapid exploitation and liquidation of natural resources follows a more or less generalized pattern.
A boom, centering around lumbering, begins with the first logging
operation in a virgin.timber area. Plant and equipment are quickly
installed tftr beyond the sustained yield capacity of the tributary
forests. Other logging operations and
sawrnills follow the first, arid
production gathers momentum as it goes. At the start, the new demand

for goods and sorvioes commonly exceeds the supply.
Local busines
which is on the ground floor prospers and expands. The vacuum is
rpidly filled by influx of new enterprises. Established agricultural
and business enterprises ad3usted to the demands prevailing before
the boom reinvest their earnings in expansion of plant capacity. For
a time all goes well, but sooner or later the boom collapses and these
fundamentally sound enterprises necessarily face serious loss of capital.
In the history of booms .. whether in mining, stock raising, lumbering,
or recreation
few local governmental agencies have had the wisdom
or the restraint to hold public expenditures in check. As the boom
gets under way and as local agriculture and business prosper and expond,
increases in taxes are accepted complacently by the taxpayers. Every
community desires intensely to outdo some noghboring community in the
excellence of its public buildings and its roads. As tho income from
taxes mounts, and without calculating the cost to complete, a program
of public improvements is launched.
Umost without exception, the
original estimates of costs are far below the actual, and tho final
outcome is that bonds have to be issued to complete public
projoots that have boon undortakon. Communities under the spell of
optirnsm and local prido cheerfully veto bonds that their governing
bodies say are needed. iThon the pcak of the boom is passed, property
v"luos decline, and the burden of locl taxation bogins to bear heavily
on the primary raw material industry and local citizens alike.

At this time taxpayer's leagues begin to form and endeavors are made
to reduce public expenditures. Usually this is difficult, because of
the unyielding nature of the fixed charges for maintenance of buildings
cnd roads and for interest and amertiztiozi of bonds, Failing in this,
county authorities plead for National and State subsidies.
Ordinarily
these are obtained on the plea of collapse of the local government's
credit and also on the plea that default on bonds must be prevented.
This boom process of too rapid exploitation reacts in a broadly similar
way on the individual lumber business, Each new operation that starts
contributes tovttrd overproduction.
Usually two processes then come into
operation, First, the major producers in tho region attempt to work
out some plan of price stabilization or production control. Those
attempts havo invariably failed.
Then the individual concern must begin
to analyze production costs and attempt economies which will reduce the
unit cost of lumber. Those economies can be effected principally through
increasing production so as to spread the fixed oosta over a larger out-.
put.
Increase in production frequently means increases in plant and
equipment. Thus earnings are reinvested and become frozen assets. As
oporation after operation follows this formula, overproduction boeomo
progressively more serious, prices are further depressed, and net
return is reduced.
Savings in production costs are more than wiped
out by decreases in selling price.

Somewhere in this phase of the cycle the local government begins
the practice of assessing a fixed amount of taxes against an annuüly
decreosing volume of stumpage. This still further accentuates the
urgc for quick liquidation and reduocs the chance for the individual
oDeretor to come out even. More oonusonly than not, the latter phases
of the cycles are a scramble to cut as iapidly as
and to aell
n.t 'ny price.
In the wake of depressed markets, credit becomes restricted
nd the need for cash forces still further lowering of prices, with
the end of an operation it is often found that earnings have been
l'rgely reinvested and that tho total cpital anvesnent has not been
retired.

posiblo

Decline of

lumbering is soon followed by decadence of agriculture in
the region, and this in turn tncroasos bhe
for those who
endoavor to hang on. The ultimate result is tax dolinquenoy, land
abndoninont, or finally virtual dopopuletion of the region, with its
trcin of eonomic and social wasti.ge.
The northern portion of the lower
peninsula of Michigan may be taken as an illustration, For many years,
while lumbering was flourishing, populetion. steadily increased, homes
were built, villages and cities grew up, a network of railroads spread
over the region, and thousands of settlers established themselves on
forms, Little thought was given to perpetuation of the forests, for
it was believed that the region would develop as had the country farther
south and that forests and forest industries would no longer be needed.
But the land was not suitable for agriculture.

difficulties

Lfter a few docadeø

logging and subsequent fires had wiped out all
The sawmills and logging camps which
employed many thousands. of mon in 1889, employed only a few hundred in
1929.
The railroads, no longer having timber to haul or anything to
take its place, pulled out many of the branch lines and loft the settlers
without adequate transportation facilib.os. Costs of building cnd meintaming roads mounted, as did. costs of schools mid other public services,
Rcal ostato values declined. Taxes worinoreased,
Th more prosperous
portions of the State wore called upon more and more to help support
schools and highways. Farmers, ito longer able to earn wages in winter
work in woods or mills, with no local market for their produce, and
burdened with rising taxes, found that they could no longer make a
living and gradually drifted away. Between 1910 and 1930 the number
of farms in the cut-over northern counties of lower Michigan decreased
by more than 15,000, or 27 percent,.

but a fcwrrnintsof the forests,

ihon the camps and mills ceased to operate, many villages and towas
lost their principal or only industries and no longer had any reason
for existence, Population fell off r'idly. Many mill villages that
had a population of several hundreds or even thousands joined the
swelling list of "ghost" towas.

This state of affairs
happened In the other
South, and already in
1iashington is already

is not peculiar to Michigan,
The same thing has
Lake States, in the Appalachian region, in the
some localities in the far west. In fact,
dotted with "ghost" timber towas,
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The entire boom cycle, starting with untouched virgin timber areas
and ending with local impoverishment and parsitism, has varied in
length in different regions. But in the main the life of the cycle
seldom lasts more than 25 to 40 years, It is disastrous alilco to
the lumbering business and to local conniuntiies, loy'j. government,
and locl business. To prevent booms, with their inevitable coupsequences of 1oc1 impoverishment, overproduction, and migratory
lumbering is one of the obligations of Jmerioan forestry.
n excellent example of a community, or rather a group of communities
dependent upon forest industry, is Gr'ys Hcrbor County, in this 8tte,
Tii county, with a population of 60,000, including overal modern
cit.os, is almost entirely dependent on the forest rosourcos
In 1928
it had 52 lumber arid shingle mills and 19 other enterprises manufaet
ing wood products. Those1 together with logging camps, employed over
10,000 persons. Millions of dollars hve boon spout by local interests and by the Federal Government in developing the harbor and port
facilities for the shipment of lumber. There wore 1,892 business
firms in the county engaged in all sorts of .enterprise, There were
only 22,000 acres of crep and pasture land in 1928 out of a total
area of 1,196,000 acres, but there were 956,OCO acres of logged-off
lind,
The total assessed valuation of the county in 1928 was clOse to
38,000,000 of which more than one half represented forest l'nd,
timber and woodworking plants. Probably 90 percent or more of the
other values would be wiped out if the lumber industry should cease.
Obviously, the dis±ritegratjon of such a group of coimtunities or of
others like these elsewhere would entail great economic loss,. not
only to those directly involved, but to the State and Nation as well.
Fortunately, in this instance this has been realized before the forest
was entirely exhausted, and plans for insuring a perpetual timber
supply arc now going forward,

If our forots are to do their part in maintaining permanent, prosperous
communities, they must be handled in such a way that a continuous supply
of timber is assurod for each dependent community that i, under the
principle of sustained yield by comparatively small oxonomio units.
In this way unhealthy 8boom" development can bo avoided, periodic
overproduction of lumber and other forest products can be provontod,
all of the indirect boziofits of the forest can he retained and increased, and our forests can take their place permanently as one of
the basic natural resources upon which regional and national prosperity
is. founded.
D,

C.LYNPIC NATIONAL PARK

On the Olniipic Peninsula of the State of Uazhington, embracing the
slopes of the O1mpic mountainq, the people of this State and of the
United States own the last great forest wilderness in their country
that may still be view3d in its pristine glory.
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Irving Brant, a world traveler and conservationist of national repute,
describes this wilderness in gJowing terms
"It is a forest," he says,
"that has no counterpart ai,w-rro an the woiid
Trees 300 feet in
height, ten feet and more in diameter the taiet evergreens that
grow upon this ertrth, Douglas Firs, Sitk'-i. Spruoes, Red Cedars and
Te stern Hemlocks, in this spot have responded to the impact of moistureboring ocean winds upon tne mountain sides and have produced the most
magnificient examples of forest growth the eyes of man have ever seen,

these towering evergreens, dwarfed by thorn, yet wonderful
themselves, are spreading maple trees and alders, festooned with

ttUnderneth
in

hanging moss like the Spanish moss of the South, while on the ground,
beneath the ferns and salmonberries, a thick, mossy carpet envelops
rocks and huge decaying logs, and gives the final touch of age and
silence to the scene,
"Nor is this the full majesty of tho Olympics. As the wooded slopes
rise from the warm seashore to the colder mountain heights, they open
into mountain meadows, then into lpine tundras, and at last give way
to a wilderness of snow-capped peaks and glacial eirques unrivaled in
America for their tumblod majoaty.... Those forests and, in suimnor
the mountein mc.adows md tundras, are the home of the Olympic or
Toosovelt Elk -- renamed after Theodore Roosevelt -- the largest of
the merican wapiti, hero making their last stand against the forces
of destruction that hve brought them elsewhere close to extinction.

"This laud of marvels, almost unknown because of its wilderness
cheracter, is the property of the nation.
It is part of the public
domain, and belongs to the people of the United States, But it i8
mcrked for hideous destruction, unless the people protect their
property."
Realizing the hurried necessity for action in order that the people
might protect this groat heritage, Congressman Uallgren of 1lashington
introduced a bill an Conress three years ago setting aside a large
portion of the Olympic Peninsula as a National Park. The Grays Harbor
lumber interests, with logging operations on the Peninsula, along with
certain other interests, immediately started a drive against the Bill,
The result of this drive caused Roprosontative kxllgron, in the interest
of harmony, to revise his bill and decrease the area of the original
plan.
Still the opposing interests were not satisfied.

At this time
situation.

the Washington Planning Council made a study of the
They stated in their report, in part, as follows:

"As to the large area of timberland lying west and south of the park
bound'.raes as proposed by your corrimattee, and included within the
boundaries as proposed under the 1Iallgren Bill, we find that this
timber is for the most part not of park caliber, It consists largely

of mature forests of spruce and hemlock, valuable chiefly for pulpwood purposes, not unusual as to size and the area not particularly
scenic or attrqctave to the mountaineer or other prospectivo visitors.
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"The area, in fact, is a region into which visitors virtually would
iever penetr-tte. The rainfall is excessive in the district,trails
trc difficult to build, and,
to the rainfall and the condition
of the forest floor, would beduo
almost impossible to maintain and would
not be used. Tho result of including this area in a prrposod lmrk
would be that the timber merely would be loft to rot and no componst-bing public or other advantage would be gained."

Th2 s conclusion, however, was not concurred in by many people acquainted
with the Peninsula, especially as to th't section immediately south
and southwest of the Mount Olympus i[onunient, and included in the
llgren Bill, The controversy over the boundaries of the proposed
prk, therefore continued through another session of Congress.

A revised Bill was again introduced at the 3rd, session of the 75th
Congress by Congressman lIallgren, and was later reported out favorably
by the public lands committee of the
House, and finally
by
that body, The Senate modified the House Bill by cuttingadopted
down the
cre-tge originally included. After a conference between eommittee
of both Senate and House, tho Senate boundaries finally prevailed,
However, a proviso was added that the President, following a study
of eight months, may add from time to time such areas within the
Olympic National Forest, as he deems tdvisable after consulting with
the Secretary of the Interior, Secret-try of Agriculture, and the
Governor of the State of Uashington providing that the total area of
hc ptrk does not exceed 898,292 acri.s. .ccording to the Bill, as
finally passod by Congress and signed by the President the area is
flow fixed at 642,239 acres.
The Olympic National Park now takes its

plaee in the select family
of nmerican Nttional Pn.rks and will
undoubtedly
furnish keen competi-.
tien to Yellowstone,

Yosemibe, end other sister p'irks. No
little credit for thisGlacier,
achievement is due to the Emergency Conservation
Conmittoc of New York, which is oomposea of a group of public spirited

conservationists and dedicated to the rjreservation of
Pltyglounds and wildlife, nd, of course, Represent-ttive imericui
llallgren tnd
Senators Bone and Schwellenbach have erned the
undying
gratitude of
Lhc people of 'tshington for sponsoring
and
supporting
this
legis'ation.
In tho years to come it will undoubtedly become the leading recreation

ccntor in the nation.

There will be some, however, who will continuo to fool that by hottlin
up so much valuable taxabei we will eventually
destroy

lndustry. Forest exports, nevertheless, have proven our pulp.rulb
satisfactorily
uo the Congress that through sustained yield
man-tgoment
there is a
sufficient timber supply outside the bound'tries of the park
for pulp
mruosoS to furnish ton times the present capacity of the mills
forever.
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A M[STER PL.N FOR FORESTRY IN 'SHINGTON*
"In suggesting a definite plan for forest development, the Council
believes that this is the most practical approach toward solution
of the forest problem, and that by im1ng at immediate objectives
sufficient interest can be aroused to obtain these first results.
"Obtainment of the major objectives rry require many years. This
should not discourage us, nor should it prevent the doing of first
things first. The plan presented should not be retarded as a completed piece of work, but rather vs v series of first steps to be
b'ken.
The State plan should be lin'ed with regional and national
plons to the extent that may be prcctcable, first because the proper
objectives of all are related, second to secure the aid of the larger
groups in promoting helpful Federcl legislation and administrative
policies.
"Estimate of cost to the State has been omitted, Every dollar which
the legislature may cppropriate for forest purposes can be made c' wise
invesi.nent for the State. Progress, in large measure, will depend
upon appropropriations,
In general, it is felt that the State forest
Board should, from time to time, as the program develops make specific
recommendations of budgetary needs,
The first requirement is to stir
the public imagination into a desire to invest in future forest prosperity."

Federal Action Recommended
"The Congress of the United States should enact necessary legislation
and appropriate sufficient funds to:
"1.

Recognize and meet its full responsibility in protection of
privately-owned forests from fire, insects and disease;

Provide an equitable and adequae system of compensation to
States and counties in lieu of tvxos upon forest lands in
Federal ownership,
"3.

I,

''

"6.

Greatly increase fundamental forcst research to point the way
for specialized study of management and utilizationj
Permit, where practicable, intcgration of management of Foderal
lands and Federal management of Indian lands with other ownerships for application jointly of sustained yields;
Carry out a program of forest land and timber acquisition designed
to set up sustained yield units owned and operated in connection
with private and other public agencies,
Permit management of the forested public domain on sustained
yield basis and its proper protection from fire;

*cuoted from report by Washington State Planning Council -Boo., 1936 -- "A Master Plan of Forestry for the State
of Washington
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Provide a system of forest credits adapted to the needs of
permanent forest production and utilization0

"Specifically, it
recommended th'-tt the Congress enact two measures
which were prep'red jointly by public and provate
representatives
to meet these requirements and which were introduced
in the 74th
Congress. These were the MoNary-Doxey Sustained Yield Forestry
Bill
and the FlotcherCaldwell Forest Credits Bill.
"Federal administrative policy should be framed to:
U -t

Synchronize production of timber from Federal forests with production from State end private lands so that a steady flow of
mtterials of ti's highest possible quality and value may be
Sustained0
Conduct its forest operations with proper regard for established
industry end general riarket conditions,

U

U,

"4.

Accomplish the application of the sustained yield princiole upon
Ipdian forest lands without damage to existing operations and
dependent communities,
Promote domestic production of pulpwood by all ippropriato mean5,'

State Action Recommended
"The legislature should enact the necessary laws to:
"1.

U

"The
"3.

Increase the present State Forest Bord to seven by addition of
two non-political membors of recognized standing and oxperience,

Charge the Forest Board with responsibility for detorming policios
of administration of State-ovned forest lands, leaving to the
appropriate State officia.s rosoonsibility for all details of
administration and supervision of forest activities, provided,
that with respect to all genoios not represented on tho State
Forest Board the policy-making function of the Board shall be
recommendatory only,
legislature

should

provide appropriations to:

Enable the appropriate agencies of the St'te to administer effectively the several taxation, forest acquisition and protection laws,

UThe legislature si-ould enact the necessary laws to
4,

Make applicable upon 'ill forest operations in the State the forest
prctie rules now voluntarily applied by members of the orgaluzed
lumber and timber products industry,
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"a

"6.

(a

8,

'9.

Provide for determent of tas on standing timber in accordance
with the recommendations of the State Tax Commission.
Increase the authorization for public utility bonds for purchase
of lands for State forests from 200,000 to
300,000, and in
exceptional oases where necessary to complete better administration
units authorize the oard to pay up to a maximum of l000 per
acre for an area not be exceed 3 nercent of the forest unit owned
or to be acquired by the State and contiguous thoreto,

Pemorialize the Congress to amend the enabling act to permit
selective logging of State school land forests and integration
of such forests with intervening privato forests on permanent
sustained production basis.
Provide for research in forest management and utilization under
directon of the State Forester, the Dean of the College of
orestry of the University of Washington and the Head of the
Department of Forestry and Range iranagement of the State College
of Washington.

Provide stock trespass law applicable to all State lands4t'

Private Action Recommended
"iorest industries should accept th
responsibility and obligation to
cut and protect their forest lands so as to provide for regrowth.
Continuous production should be their ultimate objective. The indus.trios should continue to participate in the joint conservation program
of public and industry action formulated by the National Forestry
Confc,rnce of 1934.

"e recommend and urge upon all private owners and operators continued
support of organized efforts to frame and carry out a forestry plan
for this State,
This involves compliance with the State forest laws,
sustoined activities to inform the public, and increasing efforts to
increose the usefulness and distribution of their products0"
T1er. you have the "Iiiaster Plan" for Forestry in the State of Washington
as recommended by the Washington State Planning Council0
There are
many evident weaknesses in these recommendations, particularly one of
a general naturej too much interest shown in the private owner who is
unwilling to help himself,
I wish to submit at this time a letter
critical of the Washington "Master Plan" by a Forester of national
reputation who, because of his presonb oosition, does not wish to hove
his nune used. His critcism follows
"1.

There should be included in th Plnnang Council report a land
use plan with maps showing the areas which ought to be permanently
withheld for timber production. In the case of public lands tho
reservation of those arcas should be made now,
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"2.

The private lands to be permanently reserved for production
should be acquired by the Government.
The logging of timber should be done by selective
logging
methods to insure permanent growth,
(Selective logging is
never mentioned in the Counci1? Recommendations.) This regu
lation would have to be on a n.tional scale1 however, and
would be very difficult to work out, perhaps impossible
under
present laws.

"4.
H

Si.

Saw timber areas should be purchased by the Federal
Government,

The Government should do its own logging.
sales of logs instead of stumpage,"

They should make

ith the background given in the previous p5iges of this
survey, the
re.tder should be able to judge for himself whether
the criticism of
this forester should prevail against bhe "Council."
However, I wish
to submit a few detailed observatj.oi
by a man long interested in
forestry for the benefit of the student.*
"On Page 26 of "A 1uster Plan" th
stitemen-b is made
"Public use of
the, forests accounts for most of the fires and
the public should bar
far lrgcr portion of the costs than it now does."
In this State,
the fict has always been concoaled from the public that the

gretost

lOgging operations,

ieCopelandR:portSayTThema3orc
fire and usually fires following cutting."

(P. 47)

On Pate 33 of "A Master Plantt this statement appears:
"Power to
regu1te our forests rests with tTle nublic.
That power will be most
effective if it is exercised in such merinr as to aid and direct
the activities of men and agencies skilled by
experience in the
re'lit.es of forest manogement and
By this langugo
b1i
undoubtedly refer to private opurtors, Dean 'thnkonwerder
is one of the principal advisors of the Planning Council
on forestry
nd in the report of the Forestry Committee, of
which he was chairman,
he makes this statement: "Considered from every angle,
It is desirable
tnnt urivato initiative and ownership occupy
a major place in the
roductaon of forest products on a long time basis,
It is a public
responsibility to establish and mainimin economic and other condilaons
through State or Federal legislation and policy which will
encourare
continuous sustained yield management on the maximum acreage of forest
land now privately owned,"

However, it certainly would be well to compare the
views set forth in
the "Raster Plan" with the Cope]and Report (Page 11)
on the effects of
ownership of the forests.
In deniing with the question of privnte
ownership, this report states
(1) "It is largely responsible for
forest devastation and deterioration." (2) "It is the most unstable
form of forest land ownership,"
(3)
"It is responsible for serious
economic 'nd sooi'-tl losses to the puolic," (4) "It has fallen far
behind public ownership an management and administration,"
*Fixeerpts from

otters 'by Irving M. Cl'rk,
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And in his book, "The Peoples Forests" on Page 106, Robert
Marshall
of the United States Forest Service sars:
"So we soc that from
whatever viewpoint we may examine it, private forestry, oven when
aided by government subsidy, fails to safeguard public welfare.00.
The only way that private forestry can be a success would be
for
the government to pay practically all the expense of starting,
developing and protecting the forests, leaving to the owners only
the harvesting of the profittt -- and on Page 135: "In the final
analysis, public ownership of forests is absolutely necessary, if
for no other reason than that the nation is headed straight for
forest bankruptcy under private ownership."
Lot me call to your attention also: that the doctrine of cooperation
between the public and private timber owners as a solution of the
problem has beon preached ever since Gifford Pinchot returned from
iiuroo in 1891. After forty years of trial the plan
is still a failure
and the public ought now to face that fact, Mr. Silcox, Chief Forester
of tho United States, stated on March 13, 1935, in an address at
Now Orlcan: "The public has already taken
extensive action to assist
the industry, but the industry, with fca exceptions, has not taken
seriously a readjusont of itself to get on a sustainod yield basis,
but has been inclined to take the position that tho public should be
satisfied with bare minimum woods practice requirements."
The TVA has its own forest of 125,000 acres or
more, which is to be
managed in the interest of a permanent community of 250 families.
The logging will be done by the TVA itself instead of by private
contract. By the end of this year over 42,000,000 trees will have
been planted. This is the first project of the
kind in the history
of the United States.

The United States Forest Service has recommended in the Copoland
Report a program of public acquisition of privately owned forest
lands, but under the present rate of appropriations for the purpose,
about seven and a half million dollars per year, it would take about
100 years to carry out their program. The recommendation in the
"Nastor Plan" for public acquisition is found under the title:
"Federal Action Recommended" No. 5. "Carry out a program of forest
land and timber acquisition designed to sot up sustained yield units,
owned and operated in connection with private and other public agencies,"
The way this probably would work out in practice would
moon the acquisition only of those forest areas which the private owners wanted to
include within their logging operations0
Note:

After making a rather close examination of both
the Copeland Report's "National Plan" and the
State Planning Council's 'Yastcr Plan," this
writer is forced to the conclusion that the
weight of the argument lies with the Government
Report and to those who favor a more extensive
public ownership.
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LABOR RELATIONS IN TH

LUivER INDUSTPX

The lumber workers, and especially those engaged in logging
operations,
ioik under conditions so different from those in most other industrial
fields that their position is rether unique, This is due to the
nature of the industry itself. The average lumber camp, and
even
many of the sawmills, are situated in thinly settled forest regions
end, in many instances, out off entirely from civilization.
The
resulting conditions are a peculiar mixture of "capitalism and feudlasm, civilization and barbarism,"
Jach camp is a community by
itself, dominated, of course, by the employing lumberman, The lumber
oner not only plays the part of employer but also that of hotel end
stor. oeper, and an some instances doleg'tcs
to himself tho police
power es well, The foremen or suporil-Jtcnd(nts of
thosc camps, ospocaChy 'rhere the workers arc unorganized, are virtual dictators
in
their own domain. Tho result of those conditions, inherent
and
peculiar to the industry, had led to grove übuse in tho past, and
in some sections, especially in the South, still fostors 'working conditions unbelievable to the industrial workers of the cities, A brief
glimpse into the logging-camp conditions of not so long ago will 1ielp
ts to understand somewhat better tho history of labor in the lumber
industry of the Northwest,
1.

larly Logging Camp Conditions

Theie is no industry in which woiking conditions have been revolutionized to a greater extent in recent years than in logging and lumbering.
Just. compare conditions and note what orrnizataon has done.
In the
not fr distant past the food of the overage logging camp was of rho
cheap, adulterated v-riety. This consisted in many instances of
tantod meat, choap sausages, rancid oleomargarine, imitation
janis
and jellies, dried or cannod fruit, canned peas, otc. Many of those
cheap, adulterated foods contained preservative chemicals absolutoly
injurious to hoalth and when used as a steady diet resulted in perlilanont disability of the worker, Add to the cheap foods, the inferior
cooking generally found in lumber ocunps, end ono must readily
admit
the-b the loggers' mess was no opicureri delight,
£h. living querters, or bunk-housos,
xe dirty,unsanitary and overcrowded. Men wore packed like
sardines in double bunks built in two
La rs, onL, above tho other,
In some e wips mattresses were provided,
but in most the bunks wcr filled with hay which
was put in when the
ea1np wes built, and never changed afterw'rds, Except in some ports

of the Northwest, neither shoots nor T)illo',vs
wero furnished, so a
mm1 came directly in contact with the blankets, which wore seldom or
never washed, Mon wore constantly coming
and going, thus many diffrcnt men usod the saxn blankets during a season, and thereby
crcted an ideal method for the spread of disease -- particularly
syphilis,
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In the earlier camps no drying rooms
were furnished. Wet clothing
was hung around the bunk-house stove, and the
steam and odor from
these added to the foulness of the stagnant
air,
There were also
no cuspidors furnished so the custom was to spit
on the floor,
which at bedtime was covered with tobacco
juice and other sputum.
Open toilets in many instances
were built but a few yards from the
cook-shacks, and in the summer time
swcrnis of flies would carry their
filth and infectjo to every part of
the camp. Bathhouses in the
erlier days were unheard of, and
many camps are still without them,
Such were the conditio
in the greot majority of lumber camps
in
the United States and Canada0
In many sections these conditions have
mterially improved while in others
no improvement is apparent,
However, in the Pacific Northwest,
where a large percentge of lumber
workers are organized, conditions
are much better than the average.
Sweeping reforms were brought about by the
1917 strike, and many
additiol gains wore made through
suosequont
organization, Bunkhous are smaller and loss crowded,
Sheets
and
pillos are furnished,
and there arc bath-housos and drying
rooms, The general sanitary
conditions are greatly improved, as well as the
quality of food now
served to the workers.

The sawmill worker falls into a Somewhat
different category than the
logger, His work is
more highly specialized than logging. In this
blanch of the industry machine production
is highly developed. The
o
mill worker is a machine tender, and
like other machine tenders, his
life is a weary, monotonous grind.
The amount of skill required is
small, speed being the main requisite,
And in the larger modern saw
rull the efficiency
or speed-up system has been developed to a fine
scicnce,
This work is exceedingly dangerous and
accidents are frequent.
In most sawmill

centers maimed and mutilated workers
are so common they
excite no comment, A l'rg. preontage
of these accidents are preventable, but the installation of safety
devices, as in most industrial
plants, always scorns to lag behind other
technological improvements,
In some of the sawmill towns we still
find a form of industrial feudalisni holding forth,
The lumber companies, besides controlliig
the
irdustry of the community, generally
control the merchandising of
Loods, the utilities, and all of the local
real estate. Because of
heir absolutc, control, sheriffs, police

officers, and other small
business elements hasten to do their
bidding, Often municipal and
county office holders are employcos of tho
company, or economically
dcpndt on it in some way, and thus
con1phtoly
under its control.
1hilo this condition is not
nocossarilj confined to sawmill towns, it is
ncvortheless detrimental to thc, workur,

whrcvor found.

The employment office and the lumber
workers, Before we go into the
history of the organization of labor
in the lumber industry, it might
oe well to touch briefly
upon the relations between the unscrupulous
ouloyment agent and the timber worker
-- a canker the latter has,
as yet, been unable entirely to eradicate,
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Lumber workers have undoubtedly suffered more from the
graft of
unscrupulous employment "sharks" than any other migratory worker,
In many camps hiring is not done on the job, but through
employment
agents, and a man cannot go to work unless he brings a ticket from
one of these, Foremen, in many instances,
work in collusion with
these "sharks" and in consideration of a rakeoff from
the foe, keep
hiring and firing, thus creating whit is known as the "three
gng
system -- one gang coming, one working, and the
third going back
to town to buy more jobs from tho employment sharks,"
In some places employment agents have a practical
monopoyof jobs
and it is almost impossible to Oscapo naying them
tribute0
These
fakers are notoriously dishonest, and gencr'4ly
misrepresent wages
nd conditions. Often they send man to places
where none arc noodod,
thus not only robbing them of the feo out
cusing them to lose the
fare as well, Foreigners and inetporienoed
youth are their worst
victims, it is practically impossible
to obtain legal redress s the
vex kers they defraud lack the me"ns to prosecute them,

Some ye"rs back an effort was made to curtail fee-charging
employment
agencies, The legislature passed the
necessary legislation, but the
courts intervened and called the law discriminatory and therefore
uncortitutiona1.
It is to be hoped th't the new Federal-State Employment Service, which is now partially onerative and will
be entirely so
in anohcr year, will permanently el'mirate the private employment
agency, Union organization
is another factor which is giving protcetion to workers.
2.

History of Organized Labor in the Northwest Lumber Industry

The first lumber workers? union in this country of
which we havo any
record was organized in Eureka, Clifornia, in 1884,
It began as an
independent organization, but six months after its inceptior it took
out a charter in the Knights of Labor, end
soon gained a membership
of over two thousand.
It had locals in Eureka, Arcata, Freshwater,
'nd several other points in Northern California, and published
a
'reekly paper called, "The Western Wtchmctn."
One of the primary
grievances of the lumber workers in that region, and which brought
bout the organization of the workers, was the
compulsory hospital
fee,
This fee was excessive, and the service given
in return was of
such an inefficient nature that it was practically
worthless,
re union,
soon after its organization, forced the closing down of
the company
hospital and forced the head doctor to leave town for
parts unknown,
among the other accomplis1ents of this initial
organization was the
prevention of rapid reduction in wages, an expose? of the land steals
of the companies, and aid in reducing the hours of
sami1l workers from
Lw1ve to ton, After a militant
career of about five years this union
was brok(,n up by tho lumber compani( s of the Pacific Coast wooding
out and blacklisting the most active members.
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Following the collapse of this first feeble attempt there was practically no organizational activity for the following decade, But
at the turn of the century the Western Labor Union, an organization
closely allied with the Western Federation of Miners, began to gain
a foothold among the lumber workers of western Montana.
In 1905,
this organization, which had changed its name to the American Labor
Union, was one of the unions which 'went to make up thel.W.1'f.

(Industrial Workers of the World.) By that time it had gined a considerable membership.
In l90Z, l9C and 1909 there were strikes in western Montan,but
these were only partly suejessful.
In some camps in the neighborhood
of Missoula the nine-hour day was gined. This section supplies the
timber for the mines of Butte, and during the strike of 1908 an appeal
v'-ts made to the miners to refuse to h"ndle the timbers
ut by nonunion lumber workers. This request was denied by the minorst union,
which broke the b ok of the strike. Shortly afterwards the A. F. of
L. organized the territory.

In 1907 two thousand saniill workers struck in Portland, Oregon,
tring up the lumber industry of that city.
The strike lasted about
three weeks but no gains were made.

The organization of the Brotherhood of Timber Workers in western
Louisiana in l9lC, and tl-3ir long and bitter struggle in the Lake
Ch'r1es District is an interesting and informative bit of labor
history, but has no place in this study because of the section of the
country in which it took place. However, students of the History of
Labor may well afford to investigate the story of that struggle as
the forerunner to present-day attempts to organize the South.
In the spring of 1912 a strike broke in the sawmills of Aberdeen,
Hoquiam, and Raimond, Washington, against the ten-houi day and the
low wages.
This wos not a well organized strike or particularly
sponsored by any one labor organization. It was rather a "walkout't
by mutual consent0 The demands were for an eight-hour day with a
minimum wage of $2.50. Many of the loggers of western Washington
struck in sympathy, and for some weeks a bitter struggle was waged,
characterized by more than usual vio1enoe
The strike lasted about
five weeks and was partly successful, An increase in wages of about
fifty cents a day was gained in the mil1s
The loggers gained the
same wage increase and also won for themselves springs and mattresses
for their bunks and a general betterment of sanitary conditions in
the campsc

In 1913 several strikes, spotted here and there, broke out in the
Northwesta Early in the spring a strike started n the Coos Bay
Country of Oregon.
There was also a strike in Montana, principally
effective around Missoula, caused by an attempt to force a return to
the ten-hour day.
In western Washington there was a partial strilce
of loggers. Some gains were made by these strikes.
In Montana a
return to the ten-hour day was prevented. In other places some wage
increases were gained, and food and camp conditions improved.
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By this time the lumber workers were becoming thoroughly aroused.
The importance and effectiveness of organization was slowly gaining
recognition0 The slight gains made through haphazard organization
and the bitter opposition of the lu'nbor interests, instead of discouraging them only made them morp susceptible to a wider and allinclusive organizational drive,
It w.s at this time that the I.W.W.
nr-de its first serious bid for acceptance,
In 1916 a strong drive
was made to organize the lumber workers of the Northwest. It met
with immediate Success, end by the Spring of 1917 thousands of lumber
workers wore lined up in the I.W.W.
.

The Great Lumber Strike of 1917

In March, 1917, Lumber Yorkers Industrial Union No. 500 was launched,
a membership of about ten thousend
A strike was voted for the
sununer, and demands were drawn up, principal of which was the eighthour day.
In June the strike started nd quickly spread to all parts
of eastern Washington, Idi.ho end Montuia.
Three weeks later it spread
to western ras*ington, Some of the saumill crews joined in the general
walkout,
In a few weeks practictlly every sawmill in Washington, Idaho
end Montana had to shut down for want of logs2 Strike camps were
formed and a system of pickets was organized to cover the whole strike
zone
Owing to the extent of the strike, the great number of men
involved, and the vigilance of the pickets, the attempt of' the companies
to recruit non-union labor in order to keep up production was doomed
to failure.

Then began one of the most bitter labor struggles the Northwest has
ever witnessed0
In fact, it was the first large-soale conflict in a
mojor industry in this regions
Thugs and gunmen wore imported,
handreds of strikers were jailed, the press carried on a campaign
of villification against the I.W.' ., mob law was stirred up, union
halls were raided, and in some places, especially in Idaho, strikers
wore beaten up and run out of town. In Troy, Montana, a striker was
burned to death in jail. But with all this violence and tho wholosalo
jailing of strikers, the lumber workers stuck to their guns and the
lumber industry remcined paralyzed,
But as the strike progressed, it become increasingly evident that,
notwithstanding the determination of the strikers, the tactics
employed were bound to end in failure, The fallacy of long strikes
off the job had been demonstrated meny times in other industries,
It was impossible to raise sufficient funds to support the strike
indefinitely. With the most active strikers in jail and starvation
staring the rest in the face, every day made it harder to maintain
solid front,
Sooner or later enough non-union recruits would be
enlisted to again open the camps and mills,
The longer the strike
lasted the blacker the outlook became for the strikers and inevitable
failure and defeat faced them in the end.

It was at this time that the union introduced a new iLnova
n intho
category of strikes -- the strike on the job. While this innovation
was borrowed from Europe, (Italy, to be exact), it had boon used but
sparingly in this country in any organized effort0
The loggers
"doptcd the slogan of, "Poor Work for poor Pay." With the job strike,
they decided that instead of starving on the picket line, the strikers
would be eating ti-roe square meals at the expenso of the employer
and thawing their pay besides. These taotis would also eliminate
the installing of non-union laborers on the job.
So the job strike
ias finally agreed upon,

About the middle of September the movement back to the job started.
Iho strikers' return was hailed by the press as a victory for the
employers. Actually, it was only the beginning of a new and far more
-ffectivo form of strike,

When the strikers returned to the job, instead of doing a days work
as formerly, they would "hoosier up," that is, work like "greenhorn&'
who had never seen the woods before, Perhaps they would refuse to
work more than eight hours, or perhaps they would stay on the job
ten hours for a few days, killing time. When they had a few days
pay earned, they would agree to quit at the end of eight hours, At
four o'clock, the prearranged signal being given, all would quit and
go to camp.
The usual result was that the whole crew would be fired,
Iii e few days the employer would ge a new crow and they would use
the saxno tactics.
In the meantime, the first crew was repeating the
xrformanee in ether camps. With a little practice the job strikers
becme experts in inefficienc',, A foreman always thought that he had
the worst crew in the world until he got the next
The only men doing
any real work were the cooks and flunkeys, who were kept on the jump
trying to sc'tisfy the sharpened appetites of the strikers.
In most emps the job strike was varied at times by the intermittent
strike, the men walking off the job nrLhout notice and going to work
in other camps,
This added to the confusion of the employers as they
never knew what to expect0
Never before had these tactics been used on such an e tensive scale in
the United States.
It might be supposed that inder the circumstances the companies would
resort to a general lockout, but they were unable to do this, as there
wee an active demand for lumber at the tame and their reserve supply
was exhausted,
Shortly after the strike was transferred to the job the government
placed Colonel Iheque, with headquarters in Portland, in production
of spruce which was needed in large quantities for the manufacture of
airplanes, Although spruce production was little affected by the strike,
the lumber companies purposely held it back to discredit the strikers
and make it appear thtt they were striking against the Government. It
'rs at this time that Colonel Dasque organized the Loyal Legion of
Loggers and Lumbermen in opposition to the Lumber Workers1 Industrial
Union,
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Colonel Disque and the lumber interests finally began to realize that
iel concessions would have to be made if they were to get production
in the lumber industry
There remained only one thing to do -- concede the eight-hour day0 March 1, 1918, after official announcement
by Colonel Disque on behalf of the lumber interests, the eight-hour
diy was recognized in the lumber industry of the Northwost
This was one of the most successful strikes in the history of the
labor movement, The efficacy of the t'ctics used is further emphasized
by the fact that it was directed against one of the most powerful
combinations of capital in the world1.
Two hours had been cut from the
ork d'.y
Wages 1'ad been raised, Bn.th houses, wish houses and drying
rooms had been installed. The companies were forced to furnish bedding,
Old-fashioiLed, insaritary bunk-houses i.ere displaced by small, clean,
well-lighted and ventilated ones. Instead of bunks filled with dirty
bay, beds, clean mattresses, blankets, sheets and pillows, charged
weekly, were furnished,
The food wos irproved a hundred percent,
In short practically all demands were met.
The Bus}'ell System

Soon 'ifter the l9l7trik0"gyppo" and 'Hushell" systems were introduced.
The so-culled "gyppo" system refers to the letting out on contract
the logging off of specified areas to small cortraotors. The latter
generally agree to fall, buck, scale, 'md clean a certain area for
so much money. The result is that they generally h'vve the work done
cy the pierc_ork method of so much o thousand feet, to assure them
of a specified profit, This is knowa as the "bushell" system, and
proved very injurious to unionism,
herover the "bushell" system
ts a foothold, union activity falls off.
Piece-work and organization
do not mix

1s

Ln the chapter dealing with logging waste the writer pointed out that
"busholl" system w-is a contrj.buting f'otor in timber waste arid
suggested that the daily wage was a f'u bettor objective as far as
unions were concerned, Today, both the A. F. of L. and the C.I.O.
organizations in the lumber industry ore putting forth a real effort
to eliminate these practices, and have made some headway. The older
1orkers are almost unanimous against the practice, although some of
the younger element prefer piece-work, According to most of the
experienced labor executives, however, the system is harmful to the
ments safety, character and health.
th

History of Labor Relations -- Cont,
Luring the war the shipyard emergency finally come to the forefront,
The workers in the Puget Sound shipyards were finally organized under
the Metal Trades of the A, F, of L., and during the emergency were
supported by the woodworkers' and sawoull industries, In the meantime
the Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen, generally referred to as
the "Four L's," had made considerable progress in the logging industry.
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Samuel Gnipers, then President of the A. F. of L., recognizing this
strength finally instructed J. D, Brown, President of the Sawmill
and Timber Workers in 1918 to support the "Four L's." IJiany of the
workers resented this forced affiliation with an organization,
eriinally organized by army officers, and which they felt was not
representative of labor. This resentment becemo so marked that by
1921 the "Four L's" had lost much of the Workers' support. Nevertheless, they were strong enough at the time to vock the international
A. F. of L. organizations of the timberworkers and shinglo weavors,
and finally the I.W.rr. The criminal syndicalism acts also contributed
to the demise of the latter3

The last concerted stand made by the I.,:. occurred in 1923.

They
set lay 1, of that year for a general strike in the timber industry.
For a short time they closed down a big proportion of the lumber
oneratjons in this State. They then again adopted their former method
of going back to work and striking on the job. From then on their

membership dwindled and their effectiveness as an organization gred-

ually declined except for scattered sporadic outbursts.
Just previous to the 1923 strike, however, the Trade Union Educational
League had organized in the East. The organization was Communistic
in origin and, as the neuilo implies, interested primarily in educetional
work. However, in 1927 a branch of the League in the Grays Herbor
distriot called a strike which was on the whole unsuccessful. This

the only strike in this region in which the T.U.E L was involved.
In 1929 the remnants of the League reorganized into what was known as
the National Lumber borkers, Under this organization there were no
strikes, Like the League they devoted most of their efforts to pro-

wa

paganda.

But in 1935 they affilitcd rith the A. F. of L. just prior

to the May 6th strike,

As has been shown above, there was very little labor activity during
the ten-year period 1923-1933. One of the reesons for this loss of
effectiveness of the labor organizations, which we have not previously
celled to the reader's attention, was brought about by the establishment of an Employers? clearing House system, which practically cçntrolled all employment in the lumber industry. This system workod as
black list, Labor loaders and those who had boon active an former
labor disputes wore refused employment, and naturally wore forced to

sock greenor fields,

Chis "Blacklist Office," as it was commonly r.,ferrod to, was set up
ii 1923, and worked in conjunction with thc leo-charging employment
offices in the district, An accurate description was kopt in the
"Office" files of ovary known lumber worker, So thorough wore thoso
an charge of the "Office" that a man could not oven run the gauntlet
cy changing has name, The blacklists were sent to the various employnent offices designating who they could send to the woods and who
they could not,
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l7hile the employers? excuse for conducting the "Office" was the
eradication of conmiunists in Northwest woods, the system became so

bad that even the usually conservative American Federation of Labor
took a decided stand against it,
Ihey isolated a single cso and
mde bn issue of it by threatening o picket the "Blacklist Office"
nd the Employment Agencies which worked under its direction. This
eventually broke the control of this pernicious set-up, although
t'w. files are still kept inti.ct.
The final result has been to break
the control of fee-charging employment agencies in the hiring of mon
in the lumber industry.
As

result of only a few localized controversies during the decade
forcmcntionod and the more or less desultory activities of an occsional propaganda group, the "Four LTs" hold sway until Juno, l933
It was then that the N.R.A. came into existence and gave the workers
their opportunity to br&tk iwy from tie company-controlled "Four L!s. 'I
Immediately the N.R.A. bec'me effective a representative group of the
lumber and sawmill workers organized under federal charters of the
A. F. of L. During the period of 1933-1935 this group organized about
7,500 men.
It may be pertinent at this point to explain to trio uninitiated the
The A. F. of L. provides
that any organized group m'y affiliate directly with the parent
org nization where jusisdiction under an affiliated Internotion't1
cr'ift union is not perticulerly specified, or whore there may be some
doubt as to which International should hold jurisdiction, Government
employes, for inst-nice, who re not particularly identified with
any established crft, are organized permanently under a o-ca11ed
federal charter of the A, F. of L.
In the c-se of the lumber workers,
they, themselves, were not certain which International they wished to
ssuie jurisdiction, so they first applied for a federal charter,

ect significance of a federal chrter.

However, on April 1, 1935, the Lumber and Sawmill Vorkers affiliated
with and accepted the jurisdiction of the United Brotherhood of
c-rponters and Joiners of Americ. The Carpenters and Joiners demanded
jurisdiction beceuse of a clause in their constitution giving them
juiisdietion over fashioners of wood pioducts,
The organization included loggers, sawmill workers, and those engaged in manufacturing
iood products, such as, doors, sashes, ply-wood, shinglos, etc0 and
t the time functioned exclusively as the A. F. of L. organizational
unit in the timber industry.
On Hay 5, 1935, a month aftor the Luriber and Sawmill Horkers joined
the Brotherhood of Carpenters, a strike was called covering the entire
industry.
The main issue was that of higher wages. At one time during the doprossion the minimum wgc dropped from the established
40 cents per hour to 25 cents, As c result of the striko, the avorgo
minimum wage was incro-sed from 40 cenbs per hour to 50 cents, This
h's been tho only major strike of the organization.
There hivo, of
course, boon sovor'l local strikes involving individual mills and
shops
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In 1936 the Lumber and Saill Workers
basic minimum wage from 50 cents to 55 negotiated another raise in the
cents.
In 1937 the minimum
was again raised from 55 to 62- cents
per hour, the highest established blanket minimum the industry has
ever enjoyed. Both of these
raises were accomplished without strjkes,
During the period 1935.4937 there
were also other substantial gains
made in addition to the increase
in wcves,
In the logging industry
during the depression an
excessive speed-up system was installed.
Young men, willing to take ohnces,
older workers, increasing productionwore given preference over the
in some instances from 30 to
4
per man,
This speed-up system has been elimiriatod to
a great
extent through the activities of the
organized workers.
The
work
wock has boon reduced from 48 hours,
and
in
some
instances
60,
to
40 hours per week.
The eight-hour day has also boon mado more
universal. Together with this,
becn recognized and a system of safety committees on the 3ob have
hospibalization installed.
Through
the sfety coimnittoos
fatalities have boon reduced approximately 3
Thc pioneering work of the I, .
in improving sanitary conditions
was also continued, The results wore
a uniform system of sleeping
conditions, establishing the universal rraotico
of clean shoots,
clean bunks and bunk houses, and bathing
facilities, All in all,
the organizatonl efforts cince 1935 have
resulted in substantial
gains to the workers,
.

d.

The Present-day Controversy

This brings ua up to the present-day controversy,
or jurisdictional
dispute, between the A. F. of L. affiliates and the Committee for
Industrial Organization. Ordinarily,
n internecine struggle of this
character within a single group would have
no place in a survey of
t1is type, but because of the present effect of
lumber industry as a whole and tho potentially the dispute upon the
far-reaching effects
r1iich it may hove on the future, it is deemed
of sufficient import
bo the student of forest problems,
as they affect the public, to be
included here. And, of course, the
present controversy must be
considered an integral part of any study dealing
with the labor
relations of the industry.
The story of the jurisdictional controversy
in the lumber industry,
if gone into in detail, would be a r.ther
lengthy one.
It will be
our endeavor to only touch the high-lights of the
dispute,
but enough
of those high.4ights to give us a fairly
accurate picture of the
entire difficulty,
The writer has examined many authentic documents
regarding the controversy and interviewed the leaders
in an ondevor to arrive at a satisfctory conclusion of both foctions
as to tho merits
of either side. His solo ondoavor
w s to gain the facts. And ho
nrescnts thorn as he found thorn, without prejudice
or bias in any way.

Although there woe no organized opposition at the
time the Brotherhood of Carpenters wore given jurisdiction
over the Lumber and Sawmill
1Jorkers Union, there was a certain resentment
among a substantial
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number of the rank and file because they were not consulted as to
-Lheir wishes in the matter. Had a reasonable amount of local
autonomy been left to the lumber workers, that resennent and opposition may soon have vanishedG But the jurisdiction was made absolute
by the National Executive Board of the A F. of L., and concurred in
by the regi,lar convention in Tonipa, Fla., in l936
According to Mr. Kenneth Davis and Mr. John Stanioch, present officials
of the
F. of L. organization, the fact that the Lumber and Sawmill
1iorkers are classed .s c non-beneficiil organization in the Brother-

hood is due to the differential in the per capita tax between the
Carpenters and the Lumber Torkers, The; s-bte that the Carpenters

p'y a per capita tax of 75 cents per month, while the Lumber Morkers
only pay a per capita tax of 25 cents per month. The Carpenters
therefore feel that the Lumber lJorkers should not enjoy the full
benefits to which they are entitled, nor should they have a voace in

the intern'l afflirs of their orgenization. According to Davis "The
Lumber and Sanill workers requested the special 25 cents per capita
nd did not desire the Carpenters' benefits. The fact that the
Northwest only had one member on the executive board of Carpenters

allowed that International to overrule the Northwest, so an agreement
was made to refuse to take an active pirt in the Carpenters' organization in return for Northwest autonomy," This is denied by the group
which broke away from the A. F. of L. and joined the C.I.O, The

letter's contention is that the fict that they do pay a per capita
ttx should assure them of both a voice nd a vote in the internal

affairs of the organization with which they are affiliated0 In other
words, they raise the cry of "taxation without representation0"
According to Mr. Harold Pritchett, President of the International
lrloodworkers of America, the C.I.O. 'ffiliate 'IG The United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners gcve us no representation
lthough we p'iid them thousands of dollars yearly in per capita tax,
Me were refused organizationcl assistance Me were refused financial
assistance, and when we entered into negotiations with the operitors,
the leadorship of the Carpenters and Joiners went over our hoads and
sold us down the river." One thing is certain, from tho writor1s
own investigation, that the Lumber Morkers were refused representation
ii the higher councils of the Brotherhood of Carpenters, hcther
the C'rpcnters were justified in their attitude is a moot question.
the
The showdown finally came during,AJecember, 1936, International Convention of the Brotherhood of Carpencers. The Northwest sent some
30 odd delegates to the convention, "These delegates were seated

without voice or vote. The delegtes were so bitter after the
convention that they umnediately held conferences with John L. Lewis
md Mr. Brophy of the C 1.0. in rcgn.rds to the future possibility
of affiliating with the Committee for Industrial Organization,"
according to Pritohett0 '1Tho revolt was practically unanimous,
and inoludod, at the time, some of the officers who have remained

with the A, F. of L.' This Kenneth Davis denies,
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However, the real beginning of the movement in the Northwest to break
away from the Brotherhood of Carpenters had its inception at a meeting
of the Grays-i[illapa Harbor Council of the VToodworkerst Federation
on Tay 15-16, 1937, The l7oodworkerst Federation
wo.s a coordinating
body of the Lumber and Sawmill 1Torkers locals wider the A. F. of L.
set-up, At this Council meeting a resolution was adopted requesting
all locals in the Northwest to hold conferences on ways and means of
joining the C, 1.0. ThIs resolution w'ts subsequently forwardod to
anc varsous 1ocol and approved by approximately 9 of them, including the Puget Sound Council of Seattle Over the signature
of
Kenneth Davis, present executive secretary of the 0regon-tashington
Council of the Lumber and

Sawmill toricers, the present A, F. of L.
affiliate, the Puget Sound Council, concurred in the original resolution and adopted set of resolutions calling for a conference of
executive committees in Portland to confer with the Maritime Federation and John Brophy, Representative of C.I.0,

The conference in Portland wis subsequently held.

\t the conforonce
a resolution was introduced submitting the question of affiliation
with the C. 1.0. to a referendum vote. According to Davis, the issue
involved on this resolution resolved itself in the question of whether
the referendum should be held immediately, or after the forthcoming
Tacoma Convention. To quote Mr Davis
sole reason for wilking
out of the Portland Conference of Executive"Our
Conmmittoes (June 7 & 8, 1937)
r's that the resolution presented by TFirold Pritchet-t made it
sible for the membership to become properly informed as to the imposmerits
nd demerits of the C.100, affilition"
However, Mr

Pritchott had

different version, Ho insists that during

the Portland meeting Mr0 Hntchmson, hcd of the Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners, arrived on the Coast and persuaded some of the
leders to bolt the organizational
edict. Nevertheless, the referendum
ws held and the vote showed approxarn tely 1GD000 for joining the C 1.0.
'rnd between 5,000 to 6,000 opposed. These ballots were counted at
the July 20, 1937 Coflvention at Tacoma, The real split began at this
point, "The Brotherhood of Carpenters delegates
refused to icoept
the result of the referendum as binding upon 100,000 members," stt-bos

D'vis, and insisted upon holding their original jurisdiction.

Following this convention the Pritchctt, or C.I,0, group, secured a
ccrtificte of affiliation in the C.I,0. Since that time they have
ostDblishod a national union with 13 districts, 188 locls and 49
ladies' auxiliaries, totaling 250 chrtors. Their organization covers
18 Statos and 2 provinces in Canada. They clum a momborship of about
100,000 in the United States and Canad, and 65,000 duos
mom-s
hers in the United Sttos. The Lumber and Sawmill orkorspaying
lso claim
membership of 65,000 in the 5 Northwest States, Tho writer, however,
had no means
group s

t his disposal for checking the claims of the rival
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In the final analysis, according to Pritchctt, this struggle is

of dcmocratic control,

one

The Brotherhood of Carpenters is a conservative

organization with control largely centrelized in the hands of its
International officers0 The lumber workers of the Northwest, educated
in the democratic principic of rank ad file control as exemplified
originnlly in the I.. . organizetion, refuse to bow to the etern
control by labor leaders who do not understand their local problems.
The natural result is their affiliation with the more democratic
organization of the Committee for Industrial Organization.
Even if the original Lumber and Sawmill 'orkers Union of the Pacific
Northwest had elected to stay within the fold of the Pmerican Federation of Labor, it is practically certain that they would have demanded
complete autonomy or an International charter of their own,
e.

Canadian Competition

In conclusion, the question of Canadian competition should be a part
of this discussion, Verr few people realize how the American lumbermrn is selling Jmorica short by joining the Canadian contingent of
lumbermen. The writer has uncovered bhe startling fact that about
8

of the Canadian operations are owned and operated by Jmerican

epitc'l. For example, 62% of the pulp for paper is produced in

Quebec under American ownership.

It is cheper to operate in Canada -_ labor is cheap, they have longer

1ours, lower wages, and an intensive speed-up system. The Chinese
Iyee system of importing cheap Chinese labor on a virtual slavery basis
is deplorable, Along with this, British Columbia now hc's a "male
minimum wge oct" which sets the minimum wage for saumill workers
at 40 cents per hour, and those under 21 at 30 cents per hour, with
cheper stipulations for apprentices. In practice, these minimum
wage scales tend to become the ultiniete maximum, 'Iith a minimum
already established by organized labor of 62* cents per hour on this
side of the border, in comparison with the 40 cent minimum on tho
othor side, it becomes incre"singly more difficult to negotiate fair
wage scales in the Northwest.
Because of this Canadian competition the lumber workers, along with
other groups, are becoming politically minded, Laborts non-partisan
league is active hero, and the Vashington Commonwealth Federation
today has the whole-hearted support of the C.I.0 affiliates. According to Mr. Pritchett: "King County is an outstanding example. It is

the trend of labor to establish itself through political action, It
in the last session of the legislature. The Tear Gas Bill was def in-.

was the King County block that corned the last progressive program

itely defeated then as well as the Criminal Syndicalist Law,"

One other factor which entices the xnerioan lumberman to the other
side is the reduction in taxes which he enjoys there. He even saves
on his income tax. So when we hear the "yowl" of the Amerioan lumberman about Canadian competition, we must take it with a grain of salt,
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The movement now is to

].oit lashington' forests and manufacture the
We rnanufaoturo some of the finest su phite
pulp in the United States, then ship a considerable amount of it

exploited maLi n Canada

to the East to be manufactured into paper, and then have it reshippod to the Pacific Coast, paying two-may freight charges for our
better paper0 With the cheap power which we now enjoy, there is
no excuse for this.
III.

CONCLUSION

*Tho Essence of the National Plan

ttOne of the most important aspects in the history of American forestry
during the last 20 years has been a trial on a large scale of the
rolative effectiveness of private and of public forost-lend ownership.

"Private ownership has held four-fifths of our commercial forest land
rith from 90 percent or even more of tho total potential timbei growing capacity. It has held the agricultural land which is being abandoned0
It has also hold two-fifths of the noncommercial forest land.
Practically all of the maior forest problems of today have grown out
of this ownership. As measured by txpndituros only about 10 porccnt
of the constructive effort in Amcrion forestry is being made by it.
Nc'rly half of this effort is so remote as to have little or no
Sustained yield management would
influence on the forest itself.
probably have yielded higher profits to the owners undor many if not
most conditions than forest devastation and deterioration. Private
ounrship has had the benefit of substntial if not wholly adequate
ptblic aid.
It has aiso had the benefit of regulatory laws, chiefly
Protection against fire.
"Public ownership, mainly in the national forests and State forests,
h's held three-fifths of the noncornmercicl but only one-fifth of
the commercial forests.
It has been characterized by the adxninistration of the forest resource in the public interest and by the adoption
of the principle of fully coordinated sustained yield management of
the different elements of the forest resource,
It has won its may
through public condemnation to general public recognition and cpnroval.

"tS

measured by e.xpendituros the public contribution represents nearly
90 percent of the total constructive effort by all agenc,Los to the
solution of the forest problem, and two-thirds of this has been con
centrated on the relatively smell part of the lend which the public
has owned.

"The effort on the public forests still falls short of whet is needed.
From the standpoint of national coordinntion, however, the conoentra
tion of the major part of the constructive effort on a relatively
*Exeerpt from Cope land Report
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s1iall part of the poorer land in public ovnership and a oonentration
of a large part of the better land in private holdings which receive
only a relatively small part of the constructive effort: shows a
critical lack of hala1c3.

(ig. 27

-P

77 Cope.and Report)

"The plan recorjnended must go as far as feasible in attempting to

correct this lack of balance. No national plan based on realities
can do otherwise than take the results of the trial of the two fonns

of ovmership seriously into account. The essence of the plan recoinmended is, therefore, in part, that the public should in the shortest

tossible time take over at least holf of the national enterprise in
fore stry0

"l'iore specifically this would mean
Slightly more than half of the commercial forest land,
Half of the tinibr-growing job.
Fivo-sixths of the nonconl,(,rclal forest land.
Three-fifths of the forest ranges.
Four-fifths of the area of major influence on utcrshod
protection,

Eight-ninths of the areas to bc st aside for forest

rocrcation
(Thcso relationships are also expressed graphically in Fig, 28
Copoland eport)

P. 78

This recommendation would still leave to private overship much more of
en undertaking than it hoe yet faced, under conditions even more fvorable for its success than in the past, with increased public aid, "rid
hence with far greater rosponsibilit>r,

"The ultimete public holdings of forest land, totaling 393,000,000
acres, would be divided between the Federal Government and the States

in "bout a 3 to 1 ratio.

"On this modified distribution of osnership as a foundation falls the
t"sk nd the responsibility of building superstructure of the activity
programs which constitute an essentiol pert of the national plan.
Thcse programs cover the entire tango of the management, protection,
and administration of the timbor, watershed, rcrational, wild life,
forage, and other resources which make up the forest, and are designed
to iinko the forest meet thc objective sot-up of full economic and
social service.
"(Senate) Resolution #175 lays particiilar stress on a coordinated plan
for rieeting the entire forest problem. That recommended is the best
th"t con now be formulated deling with the following major considerations:
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"1.

The distribution of forest land between private and public
oiiership, and in the latter class between State and Federal
o%vnership,,
The plan proposed is in broad terms and affords
the opportunity to work out the detailed adjustments between
private and public ownership and between the different classes
of publio ownership which are best adapted to local oonditions
and requirements

112,

Public aid that stays within the public interest that is equitable between the Federal and State Governments, and yet offers
the greatest feasible assistanco to private owners
Here also
groat opportunity is left for flexibility in application to
moot local needs

113

"4.

Public regulation that would cover generally accepted requirements, attempt nothing impossiblc, be available as a quid pro
quo in the public interest for concessions to privato owners,
nd finally, be availablo as a reserve measure in caso of
future public necessity,
Federal assumption of only that pert of the undertaking which
other agencies cannot or will not carry, but *here necessary,
ssumption to the full extent of the national interest,

"The main obstacle to immediate action toward the consummation of this
nln is the financial stringency of governments resulting from the
depression. Undoubtedly the long-continued series of mistakes in forest-lcnd policies and management has been one of a large group of
economic and social maladjus-bments which have been at least a contributing cause of the dopression,
"Relief must be provided anyway.
It will be far better if the relief
o n strike at fundamental causes nd attempt the solution of national
piobloins than if it is confined to purely transient measures. Since
icic men can h rdly be left to starve, it will be far better to put
b cm to work on constructive public works. Should it prove desirable
freri the standpoint of relief the program can be carried out more
rapidly than indicated,

attempt at national planning must provide for the recognition of
changing conditions, One of the essentials in forest land use is,
therefore3 periodic revision of national plans such as here recoinncnded, perhaps as often as every dec'de, This will afford the opportunity to consider not only the then existing conditions, but also to
take fully into account the more and more authoritative factual data
which it has been possible to accumulate, and the more and more conclusive results shown by practical trials on a large scale of different
systems for meeting national objectives.'t
t1
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Here we have a clear and concise statement of the objectives of
11A National Plan for American Forestrytt as presented in Senate
Document No. 12 and often referred to as the Copeland Report, minus
blie maze of detailed recommendations s to legislation, etc. which
are not pertinent at this tame to the present study0
The reader should study minutely this final chapter and then return
to the section dealing with "A Master Plan for Forestry in Washington"
and compare the general recommendations embodied in the two. Ho will
soon discover the basic differences between thoin
linally, we, in the State of Washington, have a great heritage in
our forests. What are we going to do with them? Allow them to be
oxTloated as were the forests of Machaan and Wasconsin' Or are we
b01E to conserve thorn for oursclv s anc uostcraty'? The people of
this State must kno'. their forestry. ('nec they do--there will be
nothing to fear.

The

nd
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DEVELOPNT OF
WASHINGTON LUMBER J.AR}UTS

In 1934 Washington consumed 26 per cent

of its own lumber production; other states, Alaska
ad the :i.sland possessions used 57 per cent, and

foreign markets the remainder, or 1/ per cent.

Every available means should be used to
build up home markets, which provide the best outlet for Washington lumber.

Application of cheap hydroelectric power
some of our many raw materials -

mineral, forest

or agricultural -- in the building of now industries
and increased population may be an important means
to this
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APPENDIX II
Table B

TIlE DISTRIBUTION OF WASdIiGTON LUMBER
BY STATES AND FORE IGN COUNTRIES

FOR THE YER 1934
In Thousands of Board Feet
In thousands

In thousands

Forei:n Countries
A1as'a

5,828

Japan

146:496

China

224,305

Austr1ia and
New Zealand

6,132

United Nl1igdom

and Continent

79,368

Central and South

imerca

36,686

Island Possessions

50,801

Other

16,235

Total Foreign rxports

565,851

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist of Columbia
Thlorida
Georgia

3. 099

81
272

317459
29376
l9487
23 172
3 7

3,012
923

l8O35

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

68,021
13 319
70,786

$9,55
5,b46
,4l4
31,214

Marylnd
assachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Romps iire

New Jersey
NewWiexico
New York
North Carolina
North Lakota

-

1 bci8

88, 555

l

I

3b,719
79,448
285
26,920
30,205
43,605

3 40
22

3U&007
5,280
12,665
826
31 723

Ohio

17 050

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

:io 790

55223
69,)89

-
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In thousands

In thousands

Forein Countries

FEB.,L

Total Foreign Exportsj

55.85l

Feet Bard
Total Distribution

Measure

sions

16,

Souti Dakota

1;399
32,68?

Tennessee
Texas

358
11,949

Utah

15,°93

VermOflt

Virginia
Washington

Foreign Countries
and Insular Posses-

West Vrginia
565,851,000

F*BeM,
84

States
Rhode Island
South Carolina

Wisconsin
Wyining

64a
14, 824

793 574
5 764

3620
31 867

Within

the United
States including

Washington

2,470, 236,000

Total Distribution

3,036,087,000

Total Exports to
States

2,470,236
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APPENDIX III
Two examples of Labor Contracts signed in 1938
The first is a contract between the ,Test Goast Plywood Company and
the LLL\. Plywood and Veneer Workers Local No, 2521 , an affiliate of
the C.I.O. This is an excellent example of simplicity in contractural
relations.

The second is a contract between an unspecified plywood corporation
and a Plywood end Veneer Workers Union affiliated with the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, which is in turn
n effiliate of the .t, F, of L,
C.I.0. Agreement

oriing Agreement
est Coast Plywood Company, hereinafter 1movn as the Company, and the
flywood and Veneer Workers' Union Local No. 2521, affiliated with the
International Woodworkors of America, hereinafter knovn as the Union.
The Company agrees to negotiate with a committee composed of its
employees who are members of the Union for collective bargaining
purposes for their employees.
£he authorized Business igent of the Union shall have the right
to meet with the Management at any time during office hours for
the purpose of aiding and adjusting grievances.
It is agreed that the committee representing the union omnployeos
in negotiating with the company, shall be employed by the company
for one year or more,

It is agreed that there shall be no discrimination against any
employee because of activity inbohalf of the Union.
I1he hours of labor shall not be more than 40 hours per week nor
8 hours per day and all time worked in excess of S hours per day
oi 40 hours per week shall be paid for at the rate of time and
one-half,

Good Preferenoe Clause
The following days shall be observed: Memorial Day, Fourth of
July, Labor Day, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Sundays, and all work performed on Sundays
and holidays shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half.
It is further agreed that Christmas holiday starts at 6 o'clock
December 24 and ends December 25 at 12 pcm., and that Now Year's
l'oliday starts at 6 o'clock December 31 and ends January 1 et
12 p.m.

J%J

4. .fl.l
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The union shall supply the company with a list of its unemloyed
union members end when a vacancy occurs, the employer shall give
preference to qualified men who are members of the union,
Seniority rights shall apply if (the employee is capable, after
given a fair trial0
In case of layoffs, the oldest employee
shall be given preference.
The Grievence Committee may present
complaints on this seotion

In case economic conditions shall change, permitting an increase
in Wage rates or necessitating adjustments of wttge rates, such
adjustments shall be made only after consultation between the
management, grievance committee and representative of the Union.
A-b no time shall employees be required to act as strikebreakers,
go through picket lines or go through armed guards.
11,

Any employee reporting for work at their regular time, who has
not been notified by the employer at least three hours prior
thereto that there is to be no work, shall be guaranteed at least
two hours work.
In case of a break-down, tho omployoos aro to
be paid for the time they wait, or sent home for the duration of
the shift,

12.

Any member being elected to permanent office or as a delegate
to any union activity necessitting temperary leave of absence,
shall be granted to such leave of absenoe and shall at tho end
of the -berm in the first instance, or at the end of their mission
in the second instance, be guaranteed reemployment at their former
standing a-b the then current pay. Any employee absent pursuant
to any such leave of absence shall retain all rights of seniority
and all other rights and privileges as employee of such company.

l3

The duration of this agreement shall be from April 21, 1938, to

pril 1, 1939, and during th lte of the agremnt no strike
shall be caused or sanctionbd by bhc union and. no lockout shall
be onterOd into by the employer until every peaceable method of
settling the difficulties shall have been tried,

Unless either party notifies the other of a desire to terminate,
amend, or revise this agreement by written notice given sixty
days prior to the expiration date, this agreement will automaticolly continue in effect uitil oril 1, 1940, Subject to cri
cellation clause in paragraph 15.
This agreement can be revised or terminated by either party after
giving 60 days? writ-ban notice.
In departments where lees than eight-hour shifts are maintained,
same shall remain in effect until an understanding has boon
roached by the management and tho grievance committee,

7,

The minimum wageha11 not be less than 62

SIGNED:

oents per hcur0

West Coast Plywood Co,, A. R. Wuest, Pres.

Plywood & Veneer Workers' Union No, 2521, Wo M, Halvorson,
Carl Sturm, Art Saiser, George Hubacka, Henry Morris0

APPENDIX III
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of L0 Agreement

Working Agreement
The parties to this agreement are,
here1naftr
known as the Ccmpany and
affiliated with the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America,. hereinafter
known as the Union0
is the assumed business
name under which they operate their Longview Plywood plant, The
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America is one of
several international trade unions which affiliated together comprise
the American Federation of Labor.
I

The Company recognizes the fact that all its hourly rated employees
are members of the Union, The Company recognizes the Union as representing, for the purpose of collective bargaining, all of its employees except those acting as shift foremen and in the plant office
and not paid on an hourly basis not at present in the Union, or any
replacement of such personnel, It is the desire of the parties
hereto that the employees covered by this agreement shall maintain
membership in good standing in the Union, In order that this desire
may be effectuated, and in order that the Union my discipline its
members for the effective operation of this agreement, the Company
agrees to release from its employ any person who fails or refuses
to maintain membership in good standing in the Union0 It is understood that the Union as at present affiliated is the only party to
this agreement representing the employees,
II

The maximum hours of labor shall not be more than forty (40) hours
in any one week or eight (8) hours in any one day, except in ease of
emergency, in which event the equivalent of one and one-half times
the straight time hourly rate shall bo paid for all overtime in
excess of tho above periods. No work shall be performed on Memorial
Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas, New Year's Day and the Monday following any of those
holidays should the same fall on a Sunday, except in case of morg3ney,
in which event an amount equal to twice the straight time hourly rate
shall be paid. The Company shall not require its employees covered

SC-los
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by this agreement to work on Sundays, except in case of emergency,
as in the case of dryer operation or maintenance work to secure full
nroduotion during the six week days; in any event, any employee
required to work on Sunday shall be compensated at the rate of one
and one-half times the straight time hourly rate, except millwrights
and watchmen who shall be considered at straighb time as long as they
do not work in excess of forty hours per week. The Chrisas holiday shall be deemed to commence at six (6) p.m. December 24th and
shall end at midnight December 25th. icew Years holiday shall start
at six (6) p.m., December 31st end end at midnight January 1st,
ll other holidays shall be for a period of twenty-four (24) hours
rnd the beginning and termination shall be fixed by the Labor Relations
It is understood that the maximum
Committee, hereinafter set forth.
hours per week or per day set forth in this agreement shall during
the life of this agreement be altered to conform with State o Federal
lo islation enacted subsequent hereto reducing the work day and/or
work weok.
II

The iiinum hourly wge rate per hour for the particular wage olassif±ction and the list of minimum -wzge 3obs together with mminiuni hourly
The
and made a part hereof.
wae rates are set forth in Exhibit
Company shall not require its employees to accept in lieu of the hourly
wares set forth in the attached memorandums compensation based on piece
The Company shall not enter into any individual convrork or bonus,
It is further
tract with any employee covered by this agroemente
uudorstoôd between the parties that there shall be no differentiation
in the wage paid employees by reason of the sex of the emp1oyeo
lIT

If, as a result of death, labor turnover, or any other cause, a permanent vacancy should occur in a department and the job vacated pays
o I agher rate than the minimum, preference shall be given to employees
in that particular department based upon the length of service. It is
uflderstood that this preference shall be granted only in the event that
the Shop Committee requests it, and shall extend only to an opportunity
to the employee to demonstrate that he is qualified to perform the
work requirod. This provision shall not in any way effect the right
foreman to make such temporary assignments as he may deem iecof
csry to fill vacancies that are only temporary in their nature arisout of injury, sickness, failure to report and similar contingericios,
jn

hLn it becomes necessary for tho Comp my to rcduco tho working force,
ciioloycos shall be laid off in the rc.vcrsc order of their seniority;
provided that the employee whose seniority entitled him to rotontion
is qualified to do the work required of him.

Ii rc-hiring, employees shall be rturncd to tho positions they formerly
occuicd on the basis that the last laid off in any department shall
he the first rehired. The Company shall grant without loss of seniority,

and as a matter of right to any employee covered by this agreement,
a leave of absence in case of illness of himself, v1thout loss of
accrued seniority
The Company shall grant a leave of absence as
a matter of right to any employee who is elected to an official
position in the Union or i' delegated by the Uaion to perf arm work
which may necessitate temporary eessaiion f woric for the Company,
without loss of accrued seniority or the right to reemployment
upon completion. of the work such person is performing for the Union.
It is further understood that by mutual consent of the Company and
the Union, any employee may be granted a leave of absence for any
cause without loss of accrued seniority.
It is further understood
that there shall be no discrimination against any employee because
of activity in behalf of the Union.

V
The Company agrees to give preference to members of the Union in all
c. ioloyraent which may be made available vhonever a new job becomes
cvilable. Should a vacancy occur nftcr the list of Union members

has been exhausted, the Company will notify the Union and the latter
shall send an employee competent and qualified to perform the work
required; it being understood that such new employee must ho satisfactory to the Company.
No now employee shall be issued a temporary
working card except ho be taken from a waiting list of not to exceed
six (6) men acceptable to both the Company and the Union, and shall
not be taken into the Union until after a thirty (30) day trial period
in which he must prove himself acceptable to both the Company and
the Union, If the Union deems such parson suitable as a prospective
member of the Union, such person shall within thirty days after his
deployment become a member of the Union,
If such person is found
unsuitable for Union membership the Company agrees to release him
from employment.
For the purpose of determining seniority, every
enployee who has worked an aggregate of thirty (30) days s}all be
deemed as having acquired regular employment,
VI
Employees called for work but not furnished work, through no fault of
their oven, will be guaranteed two (2) hours' pay unless notice is
given to the Union four (4) hours prior to the time that the employee
is to report for work, This provision shall not apply if the plant or
portion of the plant in which the employee works is shut down by reason
of breakdown or other cause that the Company could not foresee in time
to give notice.
In the event that the plont n which an employee
woiks is shut down after the work has commenced by a breakdown or if
work must be discontinued for some cause beyond the Companys control,
then the Company shall have the option of supplying other work or
senaing the employee home for the duration of the shift.
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VII

The officers or any duly authorized representative of the local
Union shall have admission to the plant by pass from the Company
at all reasonable times for the purpose of asertainng whether
this agreement is being observed by both parties..
The union shall
designate a Shop Committee from among plant employees, which commioe
shall represent the Union in adjusting any misunderstanding under
this agreement which does not affect the general membership.
It is
understood, however, that disagreeont of the representative of tho
Union or the Shop Committee or both, and the Company concerning the
performance of any provision in this agrQoment shall be discussed
with the local representative of the Company in the plant off icc and
not in the plant.

Before any employee covered by this agreement shall be suspended or
dismissed the Company agrees to notify the Union and to consult with
the Shop Committee,
If after such consultation the Company suspends
or discharges any employee the latter shall have the right to a hearing
before the Labor Relations Committee, and such Committee shall have
the right, if it finds that the suspension or discharge was unjustifie.d, to order the employoos reinstatement with or without back pay,
as they may find0 The Labor Relations Committee shall consist of an
equal number of representatives of the Company and the Union,
In the
event that any disagreement, misunderst'nding or discharge cannot be
settled by the Labor Relations Committee then the Union shall designate
n third per son,
These three shall investigate the matter and their
decision shall be binding on both the Company and the Union,
In the
event that the representatives designated by the Company and the Union
cannot mutually agree upon a third person withLn five (5) days, they
hereby accept B. P. Mar.sh, Federal Conciliator of the Department of
Lebor, as such impartial third person, nd in the event of his inability to serve, such person as he shall select as an impartial third
person. And thereafter the decision of the majority shall be binding
on both the Company and the Union. Failure of any member or members
of the Union to abido by the decision of the majority veto of this
board of arbitration shall automatically discharge the member and sever
the relation of employer and employee. Failure of the Company to abide
by the decision of the majority shall irn.ko the Company responsible in
damages, and a shutdov to avoid such a decision shall constitute an
ilicgtl lockout and make the Company responsible for all loss of timo

During the life of this
the Union ezeopt in the
the written decision of
c'onsidered a breach of

agreement no strikes shall be sanctioned by
event of refusal by the Company to abide by
the Arbitration Committee.
It shall not be
this agreement if the Lnion refuses to handle

I
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products which the Union has declared unfair to its principles.
It
shall not be considered a broach of this agreement if the operations
of the Company arc picketed because of material declared unfair by
the American Federation of Labor and members of the Union covered
by this agreement fail or refuse to go through such pickot line, it
being understood that at no time shall the members of the Union be
required to act as striko breakers by ignoring such picket line or
going through such picket lines0
The trade jurisdiction of the Union
&iall include all parsons employed on production in or about the
elployerTs plant including maintenance, and the Union shall refuse
to recognize any picket line established at the employerts plant for
the sole purpose of altering this jurisdiction0 Nothing herein contained shall require the members to go through picket lines where the
picketing is not peaceful and law enforcement inadequate. It is
further understood that the Company will not be requested hy the Union
to participate in any dispute regarding jurisdiction which may arise
between the Union and any other Labor organization0

The duration of this agreement shall be froa March 1st, 1938, t March 1,
When either party to this agreement desires to enter into riogotia
tions for modification of the wage scale set out in Exhibit A he shall
gre written notice to the other party of such esix'o and any modifications so negotiated shall no-b take effect for ninety (90) days from the
data of such notice, whenever the notice is given, and irrespective of
the expiration date of this agreement. All other terms and conditions
of this agreement shall remain in full force and effect for the entire
period of this agreement unless amended or altered by mutual agreement
of the Company and the Union
1039.

*Signed and sealed by the parties hereto this 1st day of February 1938.
COMPANY

By
By
NO.

By
By

*The name of the Company and the names of the officials who signed
this agreement were deleted at the request of the local union
officials who were a party to the contract,
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OLYNPIC NATIONAL PARK SILL
Public -- No. 778 -- 75th Congres
3d Session)
(Chapter 812

(HR. 10024)
AN ACT
To establish the Olympic National Park, in the State of Waahinton,
and for other purposos

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of .Pmerica in Congress assembled, That the Mount
Olympus National Monument established pursuant to proclamation
of the President dated March 2, 1909, is hereby abolished, and the
tracts of land in the State of Washington particularly doscribod as
follows, to wit: (Then follows a detailed description of the bound-'
aries) -- Are hereby reserved and withdrawn from settlomont, occu.
eancy, or disposal under the laws of the United States and dedicated
and set apart as a public park for the benefit and enjoyment of the
people and shall be known as the Olympic National Park, and all
lands formerly included in the Mount Olympus National Monuent ond
not included in the above description are hereby transferred to and
made a part of the Olympic National Forest0
Sec. 2. That in the areas of esid park lying east of the range line
between ranges 9 end 10 and north of the seventh standard parallel,
and etst of the range line between ranges 4 and 5 west, Williomette
meridian, all mineral deposits of the classes and kinds now subjeot to
location, entry, and patent under the mining laws of the United States
shall be, exclusive of the land containing them, subject to disposal
under such laws for a period of five years from the date of approval
of this Act, with rights of occupation and use of so much of the surface of the land. as may be required for all purposes reasonably incident to the mining or removal of the minerals and under such general
regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.

The income of each county receiving moneys from the
Soc. 3.
Olympic National Forest, under the Act of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat. 280,
oh. 192), as emended, shall be proportional to the total area of each
county in the Olympic National Forest and the Olympic National Park
combined,
The administration, protection, and development of the
Olympic National Park shall be exercised under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior by the National Park Service, subject be
the provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535), entitled
Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other purposes,"
as amondod.
Soc. 4.

Soc

5,Nothin heroin contained shall affcot any valid oxist.ng

claim, location, or entry made under tho land lawa o2 tho United
States, whether for homestead, mineral, rightaof-wy, or any other
purpose whatsoever,, or shall affect the right of any auth clairfnt,
locator, or entryman to the full use and enjoyment of hi land, nor
the rights reserved by treaty to the Indians of any tribes,
The President may after eight months from the approval of this
Act by procicmo.tion add to the Olympic National Park any lends
within the boundaries of the Olympic National Forest, end cny lands
which may be acquired by the Goverrment by gift or purchase, which
he may deem it advisable to add to such park; and any lands so
added to such park shall1 upon their addition thereto, bee em
to all law$ and regulations applicable to other lends within auch
prrk: Provided, That the total area of the said park shall not ezee
eight hundred and ninety-eight thousand two hundred and ninety-two
acres: Provided further, That before issuing any such proclamation,
the President shall consult with the Governor of the State of
Washington, the Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary of
Agriculture and advise them of the lands which he proposes to
add to such park, and shall afford them a reasonable opportunity
to consult with and communicate to him their views and reoommen4Ations with respect to the addition of such lands to such park.

sub3et

Approved, June 29, 1938.

